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From a very early age, I have learned one small thing. 
 
“Great things in business are never done by one person they are done by a team 
of people” by-Steve jobs 
 
Highly creative and with the urge to work in a stimulating environment, 
encouraging design and thought-provoking contents, I have started my career 
with a background of MBA in Marketing and Branding. 
 
Catching up with the change from print to digital media, I launched the digital 
magazine “F.A.C.E Fashion Art Culture Entertainment F.A.C.E is a curated 
experience that highlights and celebrates Global heritage, its exciting evolution 
and its many million possibilities are seen through the modern lens of fashion, 
art, culture and entertainment. And provide its readers with compelling content, 
new trends, innovative ideas, inspiration and the new dimension of the media 
world. From emerging flavors and ingredient to new ideas buzzing in the 
industry, it promises to collect what’s hot and trending in the industry and 
deliver it in a format that keeps you informed and interested.

The current world situation has a lot of us down and filled with anxiety, well, 
in fact, I believe this is the perfect time to make changes and make that 
shift towards our personal, economic, political, and especially environmental 
situations. This month we have focussed on topics from such varied scenarios 
and knitted them in context to Fashion, Art, Culture, and Entertainment. We 
have brought to you celebrities, trainers, environmentalists, eco-friendly fashion 
brands and also shed light on sustainability in what we eat and wear.
 
I hope you have as much fun reading it as much as we did bring this issue to 
you. I pray we can all move towards sustainable living in our small ways and help 
the world situation.  

Until then.  
Stay safe and take care.

12I S S U E

Harshit Hundet

FOUNDER

09I s s u e

FOUNDER 

I’d like to express my sincere gratitude and appreciation to all of our employ-
ees for successfully completing one year. 
 
It’s been an amazing journey of last 1 year. Analysing at the reader's needs,  
demand and our belief, we introduced several verticals in our magazine to 
reach out and connect to the maximum readers. 
 
 The best part of building and growing FACE has been the opportunity to work 
with some of the brilliant minds that share the mindset of working together as a 
team to solve difficult problems. 
 
Though it’s been a bumpy ride, I thoroughly enjoyed each and every moment 
of it and still have the same energy I had on my 1st day of company. I feel 
lucky to have met so many amazing people that contributed to development 
and expansion of FACE. 
 
We have got a warm, wonderful and overwhelming response, more than what 
we were expecting from our readers. At this moment, I’d like to express my  
sincere gratitude and appreciation to all of our team members, designers and  
associates. 
  
We are extremely thankful to all of our readers and followers – past and  
present – for whom we have proudly worked side-by-side as we continue  
our endeavours to serve them and support them in their vision.  
 
It continues to be an honour and a privilege. 
 
Until then. 
Stay safe and take care. 
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Sukhmani 
Sadana 

There have been enough sources of fun in our lives, being it indoors or outdoors. But there’s one 
that’s been consistent and ‘much needed’ in all our lives ever since I can remember but more so, 
even now during this pandemic. And that’s ‘Entertainment, Entertainment and Entertainment’.  
 
From Tv Shows to music albums, Web series or Digital platforms to podcasts or magazines; 
surfing has always been a life saviour and a fabulous distraction when it comes to surfing in life 
through our long, tiring days.  
 
And so Face Magazine bring to you it’s ‘Entertainment Issue’ where we make you meet some of 
the most celebrated artists who kept us alive and kicking, thanks to their contributions to this 
industry.  
 
So be ready to be entertained but flipping through the pages of our magazine.  
 
Hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed curating it for you.

DITOr's
Note

editor
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Editor's Choice

The Loubishark sneaker focuses on the marriage of several materials to reveal the 
full extent of Maison Christian Louboutin's know-how. This daring model sits on a 
two-tone rubber sole reminiscent of shark teeth. It is decked out in a contrasting 
Ludwig blue suede front with a monogrammed lamé Nappa leather finish. A rubber 
cage is topped with the brand’s signature silver spikes at the back.

VIDA TOP
SUE, CR FIESTA, PAT PSY, CLF, SP MAG MI

VERSION MULTI

VIDA TOP
CLF GRAINE, CLF, GG

BLANCO

MOTOK 
CALF ABRASIVATO

WHITE
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B A D S H A H
If you could go open a show for 
any artist, who would it be?
Suppose I could open a show for 
any deserving new upcoming artist 
that would make me incredibly 
happy. I love the new young budding 
generation in India and it’s time to 
support the scene and make it as 
big as it gets. 

Do you sing in the shower? 
What songs?
Yes, I sing in the shower. Any 
English-Hindi retro and new songs. 
It depends on what’s on my mind at 
that point in time. 

What is your favorite song 
to perform?
Mercy is by far my most favorite 
song to perform live. I also love 
performing         Baaki Baatein Peene 
Baad, Paagal because the crowd’s 
energy levels just go out of the park 
on these. I love performing- that’s 
the key. It’s the best part of my life 
where I get to interact live with my 
fans. 

Which famous rappers 
do you admire?
I’m a huge fan of Drake. The 
independent artists in India 
in the hip-hop scene are also 
super talented right now.

What is the best advice 
you’ve been given?
The best advice given to me is - 
“The best or nothing.” Either go 
for the best or not at all.

What is one message you 
would give to your fans?
My message to all my fans would 
be to thank each and every one 
of them. They are all amazing 
and as cliche, as it may sound, 
I am nothing without them, and 
that is the truth.

Image Credit : XO VisualsImage Credit : XO Visuals

COVER STORY

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  S U K H M A N I  S A DA N A
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Describe the next five 
years of your life and 
your plans.
The next five years of my 
life will probably be the best 
years of my life. The plans 
are too many- I am myself 
looking forward to upcoming 
times. I have set out with an 
agenda to put India on the 
global map- It will be great to 
experience that. 

What are your plans for 
the future, and what is 
your thought process for 
planning a new project?
My plans for the near future 
are mapped out in my head, 
as I said. Mostly when I create 
something and I get the 
intuition of ‘what a vibe,’ then 
I work towards it, and then the 
audio, video and promotion, 
everything else follows.

How do you define the 
style with which you 
Compose your Music?
My style is very free-
flowing, you can say. It’s 
sometimes the lyrical hook 
that comes to me first; 
sometimes, it’s the melody 
that I crack and then write 
on it.  

What advice do you 
have for kids who 
want to be rappers/
composers?

My advice to aspiring kids is that you need to be 
original and unique, its good to be inspired but you 
can’t let anybody heavily influence you; it’s very 
important to have your own style. Also, if you are 
passionate about rapping, then do not give up, please.

Image Credit : Avinash Gowarikar

Image Credit : Jerry Batra Photography
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How have you been able to use your platform as 
a celebrity to support your local community or 
specific social causes?
I’m grateful for the following I have on social media. People who 
know me know “Mujhe logo ki help karna kitna pasand hai”. I’m the 
sort of person who would go out of his way to help. For example, 
during this pandemic, my social media became a great medium 
to support everyone. I, along with my team and fan clubs, was 
able to validate and organize for a lot of support people needed- I 
used to post if anyone needs a bed or a contact of the supplier, 
my Instagram became the medium through which I think I could 
help a lot of people. I’m grateful to God that I got the opportunity 
to help people in such a bad time.

How many shoes 
do you have in 

total? If you had to 
pick three favorite 

brands from your 
collection, what 

would it be?
How many shoes? I 

don’t know, honestly; 
there have been 

too many to count. 
My top 3 favorite 

sneakers would be 
Jordans, Balenciagas 

and of course, 
Yeezys.

Image Credit : XO Visuals
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J A F R I
S A C H A

Sacha Jafri (born 1977 in United 
Kingdom) is a contemporary 
British artist known for creating 
the world’d largest painting on 
canvas “Journey of Humanity”, as 
recognized by the Guinness Book 
of World Records over seven 
months during the COVID-19 
pandemic in Dubai. The work 
was sold at auction in Dubai for 
228 million Dirham $62 million 
US making it the fourth highest 
price ever paid for a work of art 
by a living artist, behind Jeff 
Koons (Rabbit $91.1 million US), 
David Hockney (“Portrait of an 
Artist (Pool with Two Figures)” 
$90 million US), and Beeple 
(“Everydays: the First 5000 Days” 
$69.3 US), respectively,
The painting measuring 
over 17,000 square feet and 
incorporating the artwork of 
children from more than 140 
nations artwork was purchased 
by French crypto businessman 
Andre Abdoune. Jafri is donating 
the proceeds from the sale to 
children’s charities. 

                                                                                                                     
Jafri generally works outside the art gallery system, donates 
many of his works and or proceeds from them to charity 
efforts, and numbers among his collectors Barack Obama, 
members of the British royal family, Sir Richard Branson, 
Paul McCartney, Leonardo DiCaprio, Bill Gates, Madonna, 
David Beckham, George Clooney, and Eva Longoria.
Jafri attended Eton College. In 2000 he obtained his 
master’s degree in Fine Arts from Oxford University.
Prince Charles commissioned Jafri to do portraits of the “14 
most influential living Muslims” for his Mosaic initiative. He 
has also been appointed a resident artist by the 21st Century 
leader’s charity. In 2014 he created the cover art for “Silver 
Rails” the final studio album made by the musician Jack 
Bruce.

Hi Sacha, it’s a pleasure getting to speak to you. 
So what I would like to ask you first is that could 
you take us back to the start of your journey?
I have been painting for 25 years, so all I can tell you is 
probably the significant parts of my journey at this point. 
Back in my school days I was heavily dyslexic, and about at 
15-16 years old I was in a school in England with Prince William 
and it was really academic, and I realised that I couldn’t make 
sense of anything in the world. So the only thing that actually 
did make sense to me was ‘painting’. I found that painting was 
the one thing that drew my attention, made sense of the world 
for me and what existence meant for me. It felt like it was my 
purpose. I was lucky enough I got into art school through the 
YBA and what I learnt in art school was that I was very much a 
painter and I loved to draw so I guess what I learnt to draw is 
to learn to see. And to learn to see is really difficult. So what 
Oxford really taught me was basically that when we were in 
school we studied cadiphers and the different molecular 
structure of men and women and humans, different bone 
structures, different muscle structure etc. I think when u see 
the inside of the body this clearly, u see the outer surface 
very differently and how it all connects and it was very 
knowledgeable. I also learnt one very important thing, that as 
an artist what people really focus on is the finished product.  
What the art world really has turned into is about is only 

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  M A D H U R I  B H A D U R I
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related to selling the art. According to me people already have figured out 
what they’re going to do with the art and where they’re going to sell it or who 
they’re going to sell it to. And I think there’s a big problem with that, because 
for me the most important thing is the journey and the process. As an artist, 
it doesn’t matter what you create, it only matters if u live with grace and love, 
and what will happen is that every now and then you will have a moment, you 
will in fact borrow that moment and you will say thank you, you will create 
some magic and then you will give that moment back and then say a thank 
you for that moment and it will be amazing. So what I think I learned through 
my art journey is that, no matter how beautiful a thing you create as an 
artist, it doesn’t hold much value or meaning unless you live your life in grace 
and humility and always give back.  

What was the pivotal moment in your journey as an 
artist,that changed something about you?

What I would like to ask you next is a little bit of 
a technical question, what everybody would like 
to know is about the journey of humanity, the 
dimensions, the length, how long did it take u to 
complete and how did u manage to actually get it on 
such a big canvas?

So there are a lot of those moments that I’ve been inspired not by artists 
but by humanitarians, filmmakers and writers.  The great Gabrielle Garcia 
Marquez, Paulo Coelho, Rahid Mistry have been one of my most favourite 
writers. Filmmaker’s like Tim Burton, Stan lee Cooper; they all created this 
magical world that made you explore your dreams through their creative 
films. I try with my work to almost act like an electric shock to the senses 
of the viewer, and try to awaken the child inside them. What was pivotal to 
me in my journey was that I realised that as people and as an artist, I always 
wanted to keep the child in me alive and I think that is our essence. So 
through my work I try to enable that child in my viewers and almost make 
them go on this journey again to make the adult in them remember their 
essence. 

Sacha: The painting itself ranges at about 20,000 sq.ft.  I used 
about a 1000 brushes and 1400 gallons of paint.  I painted for about 
20 hours a day. I had two operations during those 8 months of 
painting ‘The journey of humanity’. Two vertebras came out of my 
spine, my pelvis was messed up, and in fact they had to put a rod in 
my spine. The painting itself was rolled out on the floor and it took 
about 5 months after finishing the painting, to cut the painting and 
stretch it which was 15 months of the whole process. At times I 
thought I should give up as it was taking so much out of me, I was 
on a wheelchair. I was taking pain injections for my hip every 4 
hours. I was working on about 3-4 hours of sleep every day. It felt 
like I was running a marathon every day during the whole process 
of the painting. The brushes I used were only 1-1.5 inches which 
are usually used for a 1x1 ft. canvas. The biggest brush I used was 
2 inches. So there were no rollers, nothing. The painting was 2000 
sq. metres, almost the size of two football pitches. You can’t even 
hang it up to paint it. It was on the floor. That’s how I was painting, 
on my wheelchair with a canvas on the floor.

The 2 big moments for me in my journey that changed 
a lot for me and helped me not only as an artist but as 
a person too were when I was working with Mr.Nelson 
Mandela in South Africa.  I was working for his 
children’s foundation there and he taught me 3 things 
that have stuck with me throughout my journey.  
- First thing he taught me was that from the darkness 
comes the light. That is something that if u really 
think about, it teaches you a lot as a person and how 
from the darkness & from the difficult moments, is 
when you make it through and let your light shine and 
something beautiful comes out of it. 
- Second thing and one of the most important things 
he taught me was that we as humans have become so 
self-important that we forget that we’re just a spec in 
the universe. And the difference we make is only to 
ourselves and everything around us. 
- The third thing is that, when he was incarcerated for 
24 years, he always said a poem and remembered it 
through his time there and that helped him through it- 
- “I am the master of my fate and I am the captain 
of my soul” it taught me so much about universal 
consciousness- we are all one and we are all 
connected. That we are made of energy, we connect 
through it.
When Covid-19 hit us, humanity was in a bad shape. 
The world became so agenda filled energy through 
these times. There was more money in litigation spent 
in 2018-19 than in the past two decades. Honesty and 
good intentions were gone and manipulation to get 
your way through became the thing to do and I am 
someone who doesn’t agree with that. But what also 
happened was that covid-19 has given us the ability 
to reconnect at the same time- becoming less full of 
ourselves and more about bettering the world and 
being together through these difficult times. This 
is also one of the reasons I created my journey of 
humanity; to create and inspire change.

I see your energy in your work, the vibrant 
colours of your personality show on your canvas. 
So what my next question would be to you is how 
important do u think the energy of an artist is?
I don’t see it as my energy, I see my art as pouring a moment.  
The most important thing as an artist for me at least, is to 
surrender completely.  We as people always try to calculate 
and manipulate the outcome and what it might turn out 
to be. I would rather not do that. I, have always believed 
in something intangible, for example, this project- THE 
JOURNEY OF HUMANITY, I had faith in the universe and I 
decided to just surrender and tap into something greater 
than me and life itself and then what happens will happen.  
The thing with me is that I paint in deep trance, almost a 
meditative state. Actually, there was a test done on me, 
where they put pads on my head to test my brain theta when 
I paint. It was a place of meditation, which tapped deep into 
my subconscious. So what my brain would follow and every 
brain theta follows is colours and shapes and all these things 
that came after- mountains, women and men, children, etc. 
So all of this comes from the subconscious part of my and 
everybody’s brain. What you see right now on my canvas, I 
don’t think it’s my energy, it’s more about how I choose to live 
my life and that shows on my canvas.  Meeting people, helping 
people that are less fortunate, helping children, it all shows 
in my work. My energy as a person is who I am. I’ve spent the 
past 25 years of my life dedicated to the journey of humanity 
and I think that is more my work than the energy I put on my 
canvas.
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INTERVIEWED BY SUKHMANI SADANA 
What do you think is an artist’s role in the 

society?  How important is it?
There’s enough stuff in this world that makes us think and 

work. I think art has one job which is to uplift and inspire the 
soul. I think the true meaning of art got lost along the way. 

The main role of art and an artist is to disengage the brain and 
engage the soul, to motivate a person to feel good about what 

the world has to offer, the intricate detail of every stroke, of 
every form of art is to inspire a sort of journey in the viewer. 

I realised that we as people need to unlearn everything at 
we’ve ever learnt and relearn the world and life through our 
children. From that unlearning and learning and the journey 

as a humanitarian, something beautiful will happen and does 
happen and that shows on your canvas and in your art and I 

think that is very important for us as a society.

What is your comment about art fairs as such that 
happen today? 
Art fairs today are getting bigger and bigger as projects and are 
throughout different countries that are helping artists all over 
the world who don’t have enough exposure, come to light and 
show their work by giving them a platform. It is a great place to 
share your work and ideas, great publications that are a part of 
these art fairs, the art critiques, the curators, all become a part 
of this and in fact are as important as an artist. It creates a great 
ecosystem of the curator, the writer, the artist, the viewer and 
the collector. It also enables the collector base to grow. I don’t 
personally love showing in art fairs, I’d rather do an exhibition. 
The thing about art fairs is that they have this way of showing art; 
white walls, lighting, one art piece next to another. It takes away 
from the experience of the art. Doesn’t feel like how it should be 
shared with people. If I had to organise it myself, I would prefer to 
have an exhibition with about 8 pieces in a darker environment 
and lighter something that would completely engage the viewer 
which would take them into a space dedicated to the energy of 
the artist. It’s hard to achieve that in an art fair. I would have an 
art fair very differently where I would create a more atmospheric 
experience, lesser artists even and show the work in a unique 
way where it’s more personalised to the artist. Having different 
rooms for everybody’s work where the art has its own space and 
a way of being shared with the public.  So basically less like a 
jumbo sale, more like sharing the art.

Don’t you think the journey of 
the artist is alone?  That it’s a 
soul’s of journey of a person?

One last thing I would like to 
ask you is that, what is your 
message to the younger 
generation today?I don’t work with galleries. I mean I 

do but I don’t do contracts, so I only 
have my solo exhibitions most often. 

My journey is a humanitarian one, 
and all these contracts and stagnant 

places tie you down as a person 
which I don’t believe in. A lot of these 

things are scheduled, fixed, and 
everybody is very financially driven- 

I’m not. I see money as something 
that buys me time and that’s it. I 
give away 90% of what I earn to 

different charities all over the world. 
And obviously a gallery doesn’t like 
that. So I guess most of my journey 

is alone in one way or another since 
how I think and what I believe in is 

how I choose to live my life and use 
my work. 

I think my message to everybody  not 
just the younger generation would 
be that live your life with grace and 
humility, channel yourself and your 
energy in making your spiritual 
journey as a person and be the most 
beautiful human that one can be 
and over time your life and your life’s 
purpose will come to you and be 
fulfilled sooner or later. 
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Ta m a r a

W i l l i a m s
- Photographer

How did you get started with 
photography?

Which photographers influenced 
you, and how did they influence your 
thinking, photographing, and career 
path?

What do you love to 
photograph the most; 
breathtaking action or 
posed portraits?

I basically turned my hobby into a career: I am an 
autodidact photographer, meaning I’ve learned 
everything by myself and I’m self-taught. I used to 
work as a bank teller ten years ago, but my passion for 
photography had its origin when I was 13. But it was 
more sort of a hobby. At some point in my training as 
a bank clerk, my dad told me to sell the camera or to 
get something out of it cause I didn’t really use it, so 
I decided to ask one of my friends to take pictures of 
her; and well the rest is history (picture 2011 vs. 2019 
which is attached)

I never really looked up or got influenced by any big 
photographer, to be honest. I always try to get my inspiration 
from my surroundings. If I was to reference the usual 
photographers, I probably would’ve not come that far because 
I’m very different from the usual photographers. I am very 
outgoing, I will speak up about things & I don’t really fit the 
‚artist’ scheme. I am and probably always will be my biggest 
influence.

I’m very much into detailed real portraits 
since I’m specialized in beauty; of course, 
they’re rather posed than natural to make 
the makeup/model look as outstanding 
as possible. But I really am into telling 
the story through the eyes and skin of a 
subject.

What were the 
challenges you faced in 

your journey to becoming a 
professional Photographer?

 

The doubts of other people who projected their 
insecurities and disbeliefs onto me “There are a million 

photographers out there; why would you become famous 
or make it?’’ Or even people making straight fun of me 
and my work, saying that I’ll never make it. Therefore 

I believe that you always need to be your biggest 
supporter; people always will try to bring you 

down in the most ridiculous ways, you go out 
and chase your dream, working hard for 

it.

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  S U S H N E E T  K A U R
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How did you get started with 
photography?

A quick one 
here: Natural 

Available Light or 
Studio Lighting? 

1000% Studio!

Can you give our readers some 
advice on how they can improve 

their skills to take photos?
An easy and nice trick is to NEVER take a picture 

in the direct sunlight, especially not around 
noon, since the sun is just too high and bright 

and it will make a very ugly shadow below 
your eyes. Rather, stand in front of a big 

window for a selfie or wait for golden hour 
in the evening to take some nice shots 
& of course, practice makes perfect! 

Shoot with your iPhone! The quality is 
insane!

What are the basic Tools and 
Cameras you suggest to the 
people who are new to making 
their Presence On Social Media 
through Photos and Videos?

How would you describe your 
photographic style and how it 
has developed over the years?

I suggest using an iPhone! The workflow and apps 
are easy, and the quality is enough if you want 
to market your business. If you want to start off 
professionally as a photographer, it really comes 
down to what you wanna shoot; you should get a 
consultation for sure!

Unrealistic but surprisingly real. I create art. My 
images are highly photoshopped- but still, look real. 
I always wanted to create that fantasy - to bring out 
the very best features in the models. I always was 
into beauty, but I kind of narrowed my makeup style 
down to very fresh skin and my very go-to looks: red 
lips, eyeliner, fresh face. Oh, and I’m obsessed with 
freckles and, generally speaking, details.

Carmine 
Rotondaro

Collini Milano Fashion 
house has been 

around since 1937; 
the Creative director 

boosted the brand 
and relaunched it 

in 2009; he infused 
it by adding beauty 
and gratification to 

everyday life through 
Bold Silhouettes, 
bright prints, and 

valiant rock “n” roll 
Details- all seasoned 

by the Expert of 
glamorous and 

Luxurious Italian 
Designer:- CARMINE 

ROTONDARO. 

Collini Milano

/01
What’s your earliest fashion 
memory?
My mother is unpacking her Salvatore 
Ferragamo shopping.  Almost 
instinctively, I asked questions and 
learned about this brand. There was this 
aura of tradition, establishment, History 
and Craftsmanship around Ferragamo 
that Fascinated me. 

/03
How did the opportunity come 
about to take over Collini Milano? 

/05
Describe Italian 
Style in one 
Sentence. 

/04
What do you love about the Italian 
approach to personal style and 
fashion?  

/02
Before becoming the CEO and 
Creative Head of Collini, you were an 
advisor of Global Luxury. How do you 
feel this influenced your leadership 
style? 

Fashion has always been a drama of mine and 
when I was looking for a brand to buy, I came 
across this rare gem. While I kept the legacy 
Intact, I made important changes. First, I 
recycled all the furs and introduced a “no Kill” 
Policy. Additionally, I revolutionized the brand 
by creating a “glamoholic” and unapologetic 
ready-to-wear line conceived for daring 
women and men. 

The sublimation of the 
senses. 

Fashion is deeply rooted in Italy’s DNA. 
Everywhere you go in our country, from 
the cities to the countryside and the sea, 
you breathe it, see it, live it. I think Charm 
of Italian Fashion is a mix of heritage, 
Craftsmanship, and ongoing curiosity. It’s the 
perfect cocktail that we are known for all over 
the world. 

In my career as an Advisor, I learned that 
success depends to a very large extent on 
the ability to establish an Effective, Cohesive 
and Diverse team. There are a few things that 
one can do on his/her own. And this not only 
in terms of time and reach but also in terms 
of background skills. The diversity of the 
team is its richness because it brings to its 
contributors’ inputs and points of view from 
different backgrounds and experiences. Team 
Spirit and Diversity: these are the two avenues 
to success on which a winning leadership style 
absolutely needs to be based. 

INTERVIEWED BY SUSHNEET KAUR

Founder - Collini Milano 1937
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Carmine 
Rotondaro

Collini Milano Fashion 
house has been 

around since 1937; 
the Creative director 

boosted the brand 
and relaunched it 

in 2009; he infused 
it by adding beauty 
and gratification to 

everyday life through 
Bold Silhouettes, 
bright prints, and 

valiant rock “n” roll 
Details- all seasoned 

by the Expert of 
glamorous and 

Luxurious Italian 
Designer:- CARMINE 

ROTONDARO. 

Collini Milano

/01
What’s your earliest fashion 
memory?
My mother is unpacking her Salvatore 
Ferragamo shopping.  Almost 
instinctively, I asked questions and 
learned about this brand. There was this 
aura of tradition, establishment, History 
and Craftsmanship around Ferragamo 
that Fascinated me. 

/03
How did the opportunity come 
about to take over Collini Milano? 

/05
Describe Italian 
Style in one 
Sentence. 

/04
What do you love about the Italian 
approach to personal style and 
fashion?  

/02
Before becoming the CEO and 
Creative Head of Collini, you were an 
advisor of Global Luxury. How do you 
feel this influenced your leadership 
style? 

Fashion has always been a drama of mine and 
when I was looking for a brand to buy, I came 
across this rare gem. While I kept the legacy 
Intact, I made important changes. First, I 
recycled all the furs and introduced a “no Kill” 
Policy. Additionally, I revolutionized the brand 
by creating a “glamoholic” and unapologetic 
ready-to-wear line conceived for daring 
women and men. 

The sublimation of the 
senses. 

Fashion is deeply rooted in Italy’s DNA. 
Everywhere you go in our country, from 
the cities to the countryside and the sea, 
you breathe it, see it, live it. I think Charm 
of Italian Fashion is a mix of heritage, 
Craftsmanship, and ongoing curiosity. It’s the 
perfect cocktail that we are known for all over 
the world. 

In my career as an Advisor, I learned that 
success depends to a very large extent on 
the ability to establish an Effective, Cohesive 
and Diverse team. There are a few things that 
one can do on his/her own. And this not only 
in terms of time and reach but also in terms 
of background skills. The diversity of the 
team is its richness because it brings to its 
contributors’ inputs and points of view from 
different backgrounds and experiences. Team 
Spirit and Diversity: these are the two avenues 
to success on which a winning leadership style 
absolutely needs to be based. 

/06
How do you think the new Collini Milano blends 
Modern Style with the spirit of the Original Label?

/07
What is your main vision for 
Collini Milano? 

Collini has always been about experimentation and glamour 
and a family-run store catering for the Milan Elites. These 
two elements, Experimentation and Glamour, still are the 
true essence of our brand today, and they represent the 
main guidelines and source inspiration for the creation of 
our Collections, for our Communication, for the display of 
our merchandise and the distribution of our products. In this 
territory of experimentation and glamour, the modern Collini 
connects with its heritage and glorifies it. 
I always try to make sure that our collections are truly 
innovative and experimental on the one hand and glamorous 
on the other hand. For example, Our collection includes Glitter 
Biker trousers, Shiny Golden and Silver Jackets with Fringes, 
a golden printed- crocodile coat, cashmere pulls printed 
with pure 24K Gold, shiny and Glitter Cuban Heels boots, 
Fluo-Combat Boots, jersey sweaters with shiny Fringes on 
the sleeves, printed leather purses for men with gold metal 
handle, etc. It is an experimentation that constantly blurs and 
combines different aesthetic codes (rough, technical biker 
trousers and glamorous glitter), gender and functionalities 
(the ease and comfort of a sweater and the uber-decoration 
of the fringes of the sleeves). This constant experimentation 
towards glamour across looks, gender, and functionalities is 
why our collections are special and unique in today’s menswear 
marketplace and why they are connected to the brand’s 
heritage. 

To seduce women and men with our 
creations. Collini speaks to instinctual 
individuals who take pride in their 
boldness and sometimes controversial 
essence. 
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Michael Rainin

/01
What was your first job in the 
entertainment industry and 
how did you progress to where 
you are today as a producer/
director?

/06
Tell us about your latest film?

/04
Do you have any 
kind of motto or 
mantra that you 

live by?

/05
What, according 

to you, is the 
best part of your 

work?

/02
What advice would you give to 
those hoping to pursue a career 
in producing?

/03
What is your hidden talent?

My first job was a Production Assistant 
for Louis Horowitz for The Daytime 
Emmy’s in New York City. I then worked 
as a Script PA for “A Tribute to Johnny 
Cash on TNT” which led me to Script 
Supervisor then Post Production 
Supervisor for the first season of “Who 
Wants To Be A Millionaire”. I then worked 
in the art Department for commercials 
and music videos and then finally 
directed my first short film, “Waiting for 
Woody Allen”.

Run Raven Run is a groundbreaking music documentary about 
the past and present of Roma music, narrated by Michael 
Madsen. But, it is also much more than that. It depicts how 
venerable traditions are turned upside down by new movements 
being spawned inside inaccessible ghettos. It shows the rise 
of youth culture to redefine outdated values of society. And its 
soundtrack is off the charts! Viewers, young or old, attracted 
to any of these elements of storytelling will want to watch Run 
Raven Run.

Treat others the 
way you want to be 

treated.

The best part of my 
work is collaborating 
with others to make 

great art! 

Start reading scripts, find a project that 
you love with a passion, and start putting 
the shoot together. Don’t wait for anyone 
to give you anything. You have to do 
everything yourself and the beginning.

Blues Harmonica

As we wake up to a new era of civil rights movements like 
Black Lives Matter, we can see the same forces at work within 
the Gypsy diaspora. Gypsies have not been given respect as 
co-equal members of society, but their prodigious musical 
contributions are undeniable.

And yet, the Gypsies are still the dark ones … chastised as 
dirty ravens that would pick dead meat from the ground. 
Our Gypsy protagonists have learned to fly. Following 2014’s 
heartbreaking Toto and his Sisters, (winner of best docu prizes 
in Zurich & Warsaw Film Festivals) one of our main characters, 
Toto, is an 18-year-old on the ascent. Toto also receives 
cinematography credit in our film due to his deft camera skills.

Today, long-lived Roma musical traditions stand at a vital 
crossroads. The elders are dying out, electronic instruments 
are transforming the genre, and the underprivileged youth 
have moved to the beats of hip hop to tell their unique stories. 
This is a classic saga of survival and renewal.

Despite a historical legacy of being dealt the dark cards of 
slavery, holocaust, and poverty, music has always been the 
winning hand for Gypsy survival. From the deserts of Rajasthan 
to the ghettos of Bucharest, Run Raven Run explores the 
resounding pain and pleasure that emanates from the 
unvanquished soul of Gypsy music.

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  K H U S H B O O  R A J O R IYA
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Rebecca Louise

First and foremost, what does a typical day of an entrepreneur, 
youtuber, mindset coach, content creator and empowerment-
focused influencer look like?
Every day is completely different and the schedule can change the day of! I 
typically am booked out solid 6 weeks in advance with a few trips planned for the 
full year. One thing I always do is my morning routine, it can look skylight different 
from each morning yet the basics are always there. Not checking my emails 
before breakfast, getting my healthy shake in to start the day, putting on music 
and lighting incense. Even when traveling I do these simple things to allow my 
body and mind to set the day up for success. I use google calendar to organize my 
whole life, everything is scheduled from my workouts to social time to everything 
in between. If it’s not in the google calendar it doesn’t get done! I love the feeling 
of going to bed knowing you crushed the day and gave it everything you have got!

I’ve read and know for a 
fact that many people look 
up to you and resonate 
with your story. I’m curious 
as to whom do you look up 
to? What motivates you to 
keep going?
Mentors are key and help you 
create a bigger vision for yourself. 
I will always remain a student and 
am willing to learn because that  
is how you continue to grow. Jim 
Rohn is where I got started with 
personal development and his 
teachings have had a major impact 
on who I am and how I live my life. 
I care so much about people and 
them seeing their worth that I feel 
that is what keeps me going. It is 
easy to be motivated when you 
have your life’s purpose!

To what degree do you 
agree or disagree with 
the following statement: 
Working out is a Mental 
Exercise more than just 
Physical Exercise.

Absolutely agree! I always talk about 20% fitness, 80% 
nutrition and 100% mindset. When we ha    When we feel 
like giving up it’s our mind that tells us to keep on going, do 
one more rep, to run 1 mile more. It is not our legs giving us 
the push, it’s all in your mind. When you show up and crush 
a workout you prove to yourself you are strong, can do more 
and have grit. I believe this overflows into the rest of your life.

Is yoga a part of your 
fitness and health routine? 

Out of all your goals and 
achievements, which one 
is your ‘Proudest Moment’ 
right now?

100%! I love yoga and have my 
certification. Mostly I enjoy hot 
yoga and it’s a key part of overall 
fitness to work on your flexibility. 
Inside my BTES app we have a 
calendar of workouts scheduled 
each month that give you every 
area of fitness for overall well-
being and health. 

Recently I got my usa green card 
after 11 years and 3 attempts. I got 
it through the business I created 
and honestly that is what I am 
most proud of because it is not 
easy to get and I never gave up 
hope.

You’re determined about 
your goal of Climbing Mount 
Everest. I’m keen to know 
how and when you reached 
this conclusion? How are 
you training yourself?
Yes I am! I wanted to do 
something that challenged 
me mentally and physically. 
The idea came after a couple 
of hiking trips in the snow and 
writing my book ‘It Takes Grit’. 
My guide is amazing and we 
have had a climbing trip in the 
alps and Ecuador so far. More 
to come in 2021 before I go to 
Everest in April 2022!

There are 1000s of “Fitness 
Tips” on the internet. Do 
you believe that taking a 
shortcut or rather a ‘Hack it 
till you make it’ can help one 
achieve anything? 
Anything that comes fast won’t last. 
Things that take time will last. That 
is my belief. Sure there are ways to 
speed results up, ideas and hacks. 
Bottom line is that you want to do 
something to get results that will 
last a lifetime, not a quick fix!

What is your first 
reaction when people 
say ‘I want to look like 
you’? 

I say thank you and that everybody is different. First it’s 
important to love yourself on the inside because no matter what 
you look like on the outside you will never be truly happy unless 
you have love from within. 

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  D R .  R E B E C C A  P I NTO
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VICTOR 
MIGALCHAN
How has your journey in the film industry 
been? How are you coping with the post 
pandemic shoot regulations?
The journey in the film industry is fantastic and 
challenging of course. It is very competitive and 
you have to prove that you deserve respect and 
that you are the best person to work with. 
Of course, you have to learn the rules and 
protocol. One smart rule to start well: be 
quiet and listen more. Hollywood has many 

opportunities, the art and secret are to actually 
see them and understand how to open 

them for yourself.
In regards to the pandemic and post-
pandemic regulation: I come from 

a doctor’s family so being careful 
onset was always a priority of 
mine. More regulations bring 

more challenges and again only 
the best will survive. 

As for me, I think we will need 
a bit more time to see how 
the industry actually will 
change, now it is a bit early. 
As for me personally, I don’t 
feel too much of a burden. 

You wear a hat with many 
feathers! You are a director, 
screenwriter, producer and an 
actor. But which one of them is 
your first language?

What project are you working on currently? 

You are a Martial Arts Champion 
2006 - 2013. What inclined you to 

this art form?

I’d say creator, the value creator would be my first 
language. Being a director is my second but they 
correlate. Coming from a business background 
I always want to create a product of high value 
for the consumer and for the investor at the 
same time. Then comes the part of the actual 
storytelling, in which I combine the roles of 
director and producer. The work style I borrowed 
from Hong Kong mainly, you know, their efficiency, 
discipline, creativity, etc, and then of course I have 
my multicultural background and international 
experiences which make my style sort of unique. 

Currently, after the pretty successful release of season 1 of My American Family TV 
Series, I’m working on developing season 2. At the same time we filmed season 1 of a 
cooking show “Dragon Chef”, the pilot of a new tv show “Modern Kungfu”; developed 
season 1 of an animated educational series for children and together with my good 
friend & Emmy winner Nicolas Coster we work on pre-production of the feature film 
which he wrote. My main goal is to create projects in which we connect people of 
different cultures, backgrounds, and experiences. 

Thank you, that’s a very good question. Self-
exploration first. I became interested in Chinese 

culture and wushu (Chinese martial art, known 
as kungfu here in the US) since I was 4 years old. 

I realized that I have to be strong to be able to 
protect my loved ones. That is also how we are 

taught in my country: real men have to be strong 
to be able to protect their mother, sister, wife, and 

country. My journey began with my grandfather 
Theodor, who was the best gymnast in his army 

battalion. Later I met my Shifu and the real story 
had begun. It is a life journey. I was fortunate to 

meet a real authentic master who shared his 
heritage with me and then we also took the athletic 

journey. Our training was unique, with traditional 
methods and props. Not many even top athletic 

schools practice these hardcore methods but 
it makes your skin thick and mind sharp. When I 

trained with my 2nd Shifu from the Beijing Wushu 
Team, a disciple of Master Wu Bin, for me it wasn’t 

difficult to go through the Beijing Style training for 
professional athletes as it was for other guys who 

didn’t have this traditional training background.
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You are a Multilingual and have a multicultural 
background. Which culture or language are you most 
rooted to?
I was born and raised in a multinational family and of course, I’m mostly rooted in 
these cultures. However, I became rooted, almost like a native, to Chinese culture. 
I feel and understand it very well. I generally work with 8 languages. I’m glad to have 
this ability to switch languages which I think and feel very well. I never had an issue of 
thinking in one language and then translating. It is always a different model, different 
feeling. It is freedom in a way. 

What future trends in the 
entertainment industry do you 
see happening?

What do you love to indulge 
yourself in when you are not 
shooting? Has lockdown 
affected your creative thinking 
in any way?

I’m building my own trend right now, bringing 
back classical and old school values, basically 
everything good that we had in the past, which may 
be still remembered or forgotten. In my projects, 
based on my own international experiences, I’m 
bringing different people of different cultures 
together. It is super exciting. As an ancient proverb 
says: If you hold your arm in the form of a fist you 
won’t get much, but when you open up - you will be 
able to hug the whole world. We need to open to 
each other, to connect and do business together. 
We need to bring more opportunities for small and 
middle-sized businesses. These businesses are 
the key to a good-running economy. 

When I’m not on set or working on post-production 
I read a lot, education is one of the best and 
important investments. Besides, I also write a book 
on how I created and produced my 1st show and 
also about how to build a healthy relationship. 
Lockdown didn’t really affect me, physically or 
emotionally. It was a necessary reset for the whole 
world I believe. As per the order of the Union, 
we had to stop filming. Our team went into post-
production, and I had enough time to connect 
with partners, work on other shows, and prepare 
everything for the release of what we were able to 
film in those time frames. Pandemic is temporary, 
we will recover. Or at least the strongest will. But 
life and time are precious and I never waste or lose 
a single moment. I live each moment as if it was 
the last one. I was flexible as I learned in Tai Ji, 
flexible as water, and when we couldn’t do certain 
things we could do others. We did our best, kept 
happy and that is good enough. 
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Please enlighten 
our audience 
a little about 
yourself – 
A very young professional to compete 
with the industry and people within, 
as they say; but I took the chance and 
proved myself. 
I have been lucky enough to be 
recognized and given this chance to 
lead some of the most celebrated 
brands of the world in India; however, 
the credit clearly goes to my mentors 
from the Infinite Luxury Group.
I have been working in the area of my 
expertise; Marketing, PR, Content, 
strategy and events, for the last few 
years. 
With the correct experience and 
support of all industry people, be it 
editors, fashion directors or brand 
heads, today, I can say, I stand where 
I deserved, because of my hard work 
and collective applauds from all these 
personalities. 
Till last month I was heading the 
Marketing & Communication for 
Bequest Group, which brought Saint 
Laurent, Berluti, Molton Brown and 
other brands to India, I decided to move 
to another organization, and I shall 
announce the pleasing news soon.

Anisha 
Malik

What personality traits or 
characteristics are most 

important to succeed in this 
field? 

How and When did 
you discover your 
love for PR and Brand 
Management? 

Am glad this question exists as a part of this interview, because 
people really ignore it. 

There is obviously no set of traits, and its rather subjective. 
But yes, if you allow me to share my personal opinion, its just 

‘knowledge based confidence’. 
There will be people ad organizations, that are hollow from 

inside, and don’t have the same gift as you do; yet they’ll try to 
break you down, or compete irrationally, 

The trick is smart work, and being able to prove your efforts at 
the right time & place. 

The trait if has to be pointed out, is simple ‘conviction’. 

I have worked with one of the big four 
companies – Ernst & Young, in the Audit & 
analysis wing, I have worked with Zomato, 
in their analytics department; 
Honestly, when I got this golden chance 
to showcase my creativity and eventually 
lead brands in advertising, PR and social 
media segments, I realized this is where I 
belong. 
Writing has been my passion; whether 
abstract writing, or fashion reporting 
or content for online / offline media – all 
this was best fit to be used in the brand 
management and PR space. 

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  S U S H N E E T  K A U R
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What does your Ideal day of 
Work life looks like?

Which is your personal 
Favorite Social Media 
platform? 

How has your 
personal Style 
evolved with time 
while working with 
High end Brands or 
your Style sense is 
innate?

I am actually glad to be in that space of my career/ 
professional life, where am extensive; 
I have ben working day & night towards projects 
related to marketing & strategy, PR and press, styling 
and Bollywood appearances; however, I’ve also 
been mentoring students from fashion schools, and 
teaching them. 
It’s a mixed basket routine I would say, the day can 
be all rush-rush to align shoots for product launches, 
or it can be a day of just being in front of my screen, 
writing the press release for the event that we just 
closed. Its fun holistically because its not boring at 
all. 

Favorite is surely instagram; I love how the 
whole world of dramatic visuals, and flowy 
content is expressed on this platform, 
for people to connect, watch, or share so 
much. 
I see a lot more potential in Pintrest. 

Personal fashion has always been silently 
upgrading itself, and with no doubt, I 
give all the credit to brands like Roberto 
Cavalli, YSL, and missoni, to inspire me to 
experiment flamboyant fashion too. 

Which Indian luxurious Brand 
according to you have the potential to 
enter International Market? 
That’s a very significant question. 
I believe brands must enter International market when they have tested 
waters in their own country, of course brands must have the competitive 
advantage, and a benefit of being established for years, on that note, I 
suggest brands like Sabyasachi should have its couture stores in Paris, 
Dubai, London, Miami, LA. 
Brands like Forest Essential also must be present to showcase Indian 
luxe Ayurveda in Dubai, London and Turkey. 
I see a lot of potential in our brands, especially because of the heritage 
value. 

Which according to you are 
examples of some fashion 
trends and Fads from year 2020 
& 2021? 
With the pandemic coming in, I think what could have been the 
most powerful trend, was not able to come out; I think Artificial 
intelligence would’ve been trending all over the fashion industry 
if people continued to visit stores/boutiques. 
However, currently, I think the fashion trend is simply ‘shop 
what looks good visually (online)’. 

Please share your experience in 
brief of working with Luxurious 
Brands like Versace, Ysl, 
Roberto Cavalli and many more 
from all around the world. 
The experience has been sensational, and I promise you that 
the learning was much more than the glamorous side of it, 
that everyone imagines. 
Today I can stand strong to say, that working with Versace, 
Roberto Cavalli, Berluti, Saint Laurent, or even luxe fragrance 
brands like Creed perfumes or Molton Brown, I understood and 
absorbed that fashion, skincare, cosmetics, is vast, it’s a never 
ending conceptual world, with new introductions coming in 
every single day. 
The key to be progressively in tune with these developments is 
to stay updated and in sync with every aspect of the business 
of fashion. 

What does your Ideal day of
Work life look like?

Which Indian luxury Brands
according to you have the potential 
to enter International Market?
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Hansika 
Chabaria

In the world today, people are constantly 
expected to do more, be more and buy
more- there’s a constant need to overachieve 
and keep up with every trend.
I wanted to create a brand that aims to 
challenge that narrative. By making
sustainable fashion affordable, inclusive, and 
long lasting, I wanted to encourage
more people to take a step for the planet, 
even if it’s a small imperfect step.
The name One Less is to inspire less and 
mindful consumption.

The most important thing to realise is that 
sustainable fashion is more using organic
cotton to make a few garments. Brands 
across the globe have started leveraging use
of a sustainable fabric to call themselves eco-
friendly.
True sustainability is holistic- from the very 
root of the production process- ensuring
that the crops are grown organically (without 
the use of chemicals and pesticides), buying 

How did you come up with the 
name of your brand?

- Founder One Less

What is something you wish people knew about sustainable 
fashion?

the crops from farmers fairly, and the 
subsequent production of the yarn.
When it comes to manufacturing and 
processing, ensuring ethical working 
conditions of workers, dyeing naturally or 
with chemical free dyes, making sure that the 
water used in the manufacturing process is 
treated after use so that there is no harmful
water run off into the nearby water bodies. 
Throughout the process, it’s important to

be conscious of using minimum resources, 
minimising the carbon emissions every
step of the way and even offsetting the 
carbon footprint.
Sustainable fashion goes beyond a few 
“conscious collections”, it means end to end
environmentally conscious and socially 
responsible production.

Stella McCartney’s work really 
inspires me because it depicts 
the perfect intersection
of fashion and 
environmentalism. The 
incorporation of sustainability 
in her work, be it the use of 
Econyl fabric or innovating 
vegan faux furs, is something 
people should look upto and 
try to multiply. At the same 
time, there’s no compromise on 
style!

Pangaia is definitely at the 
forefront of the sustainability 
industry and I would love 
to work with them. The 
science behind their fabrics 
is absolutely incredible and 
their processes are completely 
transparent.
We do have a few  ollaborations 
that were working on in India 
that I’m very excited about!

Since the majority of India has not 
been introduced to the concept 

of eco-friendly products yet, I 
think getting the meaning of being 

sustainable across to people,
explaining why it’s important is the 

most challenging aspect of the 
business at the moment- growing 

awareness and acceptance.
And it goes beyond consumers. 

It has taken a lot of explaining to 
our manufacturers and vendors 

the importance of minimizing our 
waste as much as possible. In the 

early days all our samples would 
be packed in plastic, just because 
that’s all they had ever known and 

after several weeks of reiterations, 
we finally have zero plastic in our 

packaging process – right from the 
samples that are sent to me for

approval to the customer orders!

Is there someone 
who inspires you 
and why?

Are there any other 
organization or 
designers in your 
mind you would like 
to collaborate with 
in future?

What is the most 
challenging thing about 

running a sustainable 
business?

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  K H U S H B O O  R A J O R IYA

Hansika 
 Chhabria
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Always be open to exploring 
new things and never restrict 
your creativity!
As an entrepreneur, it is very 
important to be open-minded 
and receptive to new styles,
fabrics, production processes, 
etc. and sustainable fashion 
widens the scope for creativity.
This has always helped me 
channelize my ideas and 
thoughts into what I do with 
fashion.

I love the fact that at One Less, 
we have been able to create a 
community where people feel 
comfortable in their own skin 
with our guilt-free, gender-
fluid clothing.
The best part is that we are 
not only environmentally 
sustainable in terms of our

Best fashion 
advice you’ve ever 
received?

What is that one thing you love the most 
about your brand?

production method, but also 
socially responsible because we 
ensure safe working conditions 
and adequate wages to our 
garment makers. We believe in
giving back in whatever way we 
can and our tree planting scheme 
is the perfect example of that!

JAN 2020 59

I BET YOU WON'T SCAN ME.Scan and follow us and Get lucky

WWW.FACEMAGAZINE.IN
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After a year of yet another lockdown and a season of virtual-only and no-contact fashion weeks as Fall 2021 Season 
marks the second year of reinvention of fashion in dauntless ways of creativity, realness as designers came up with 
alternative approach to the underway global pandemic with short films, runways without audiences and substantial 
reality to exhibit their collections. The Fall 2021 runways also experienced a carefree, glittery and jocular approach 
throughout the collection granting all of us a breath of relief as we can dress up and run out of the closed doors! 

   Shove your sweats back into your wardrobes whilst I show you how Fall 2021 season braces the evermore  
re-invention of fashion with these six trends:

FALL 2021  

TREND REPORT
A R T I C L E  B Y  -  R U C H A  A P H A L E 

waisted

1.Wear your Leather on your sleeves, 
dresses or jackets! 

When I asked to put away your sweats, 
I ne’er for a moment meant the Leather 
ones! This Fall 2021, including Lou-
is Vuitton, Cristian Dior and Burberry, 
masses of designers showcased Leather 
ensembles on the runway; safe to say 
leather is still in style and adding a few 
more leather pieces won’t be a snag! 

2.One size-fits all! 

Wearing your boyfriend’s sweatshirt 
while sleeping, movies in your brother's 
sweater, dad’s shirt over shorts for the 
picnic and mom’s skirts as a dress for in-
stagram. Can you feel it too? Can you? 
Letting you in on our little secret-hide all 
the stolen clothing with the skeleton in 
your cupboard as you can wear all of it 
this Fall. A majority of Raf Simons collec-
tion made me drool over all the oversized 
sweaters, jackets and coats. 
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3. The Date night outfit 

The pandemic may have taught you 
to add face masks, hand sanitizer to 
your bag but now is the time to add 
sequins, ruffles and a bit of cabaret 
blues! I couldn't miss but to observe 
that Saint Laurent, Christian Dior, Lou-
is Vuitton among others supporting the 
urge to pull open ‘after the lockdown’- 
labeled boxes of clothing and have 
an all-girls dance party with your bffs 
while applying the boldest colour of 
eyeliner and lipstick as you dress up 
for a night out.

4. Cut it out! 

Cut out patterns were seen vanquishing 
the runways this Fall as Dion Lee, Stella 
McCartnry among others showcased a 
collection of amaze through unalike sil-
houettes and patterns.

5. See-through the negativity! 

Female power was another fad of the 
Fall 2021 season as models were seen 
walking the ramp in sheer dresses, deli-
cate structured tops, intricate patterns 
and feathers with ruffles at the bottom 
showcasing femine power with a touch 
of sensuality.

6. On my way to Mars! 

What would you choose to fly away 
to mars? A printed suit? a dress? 
Perhaps a skirt? Well safe to say, 
Balmain and Duran Lantink among 
others have your back as most of 
their collection included metallic 
suits, dresses and skirts with intri-
cate and rousing details.
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2. AR/VR Fashion Rooms: This has to be one of my favourite 'technology takes over the industry'  topic of conversation. The whole 
point of virtual reality has been adapted by many industries including the Fashion Industry. Augmented and Virtual reality is more 
than watching an underwater fish show or falling of comets but you can also be present in a Fashion show through our own comfort 
of home slippers. Augmented and Virtual reality has also taken over the fashion world with their VR mirrors where you can try out 
clothes and accessories, hence eliminating the chaos of actually trying out clothes.  

3. 3d Scanning: Well if it isn't my second favourite 'technology that takes over industry' topics, 3D scanning can be your solution to 
all the ill-fitted clothing problems. It may be a relatively new concept, but it seems to set a foot in the industry ranging from smaller 
brands to a bracket of Luxury brands. 3D Body scanning uses the infrared depth sensing and image technology to measure and cre-
ate a digital copy of the surface of the human body. It also provides silhouettes according to one's body shape which means buying 
the right garment for the right body!  
 
4. Digital Clothing: What do you think about clothes made from pixels rather than fabrics? As much as it sounds weird, it's defi-
nitely my favourite! Digital clothes is a concept made for eliminating the excess production of clothing hence decreasing the level of 
footprint. Also, having the latest and coolest trends in your wardrobe, sounds fun to me! Wait, Virtual wardrobe! Yes you read it right, 
in real life you can have a minimalist wardrobe while your digital or social media self can have all the new trends and so many prints 
and patterns in her virtual wardrobe! A win-win!  

2021- the year amid Covid-19 restrictions, 
the Fashion industry has been looking up 
for alternatives to go about the pre-covid 
course of action. However as the pan-
demic affected masses, and people have 
been seen to be biased when it comes to 
comfort over the fashion standards hence 
resulting in evermore changes in the Indus-
try.   

Being said that, Technology taking over the 
Industry is no stranger concept. Safe to say 
technology and Fashion as a whole is the 
acknowledgement reshaping the Fashion 
prospect with amazing innovations allowing 
it to be more efficient and sustainable in all 
and any manner.  

Let's explore how these innovations are 
transforming the Fashion landscape in 
2021: 

1.Novel Fabrics: Don't be surprised if I tell 
you that you can own an all-season gar-
ment! Yes you read it right, Novel Fabric is 
a type of fabric that automatically regulates 
the heat within, keeping you warm in win-
ters and cool in summers. The researcher 
from University of Maryland in Us, created 
the fabric from a specially engineered yarn 
coated with a conductive heat metal that 
allows it to control the heat within the fabric 
according to the temperature around. 

The  

Fashion-Tech Future
A R T I C L E  B Y  -  R U C H A  A P H A L E 

Y2K FASHION 
WISHLIST  

1. ALICE MCCALL  

    Top US$224   

2. AMIR SLAMA  

    Top US$278    

3. AMIR SLAMA 

    Tracksuit US$465    

4. ASHLEY WILLIAMS  

    Clips US$216 

5. BALMAIN  

Mini Skirt US$1,325.70    

6. Christian Dior  

Saddle Bag US$4,71    

7. EVA  

Mini Skirt US$210    

8. FENDI  

Baguette US$2,720

9. FRAMA Jeans US$253.37    10. FRAME Wide-Leg jeans US$557   11. GUCCI Sunglasses US$982   12. LA DOUBLEJ Scrunchie US$131

13. LISA MARIE FERNANDEZ  Blouse US$560    14. SIMONETTA RAVIZZA Moto Jacket US$1,224   15. SOTTOMETTIMI Ribbed Cardigan US$480
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SCARLET
Produced by : FACvE Magazine    

Conceptualised by:  Khushboo Rajoriya   Photographer:  Ishan Singh  
Fashion stylist: Atrayee Dutta Gupta   Makeup & hair:   Ankita Manwani  Creative Director: Naina Kumar 

Fashion Coordinator: Rucha Aphale   Shoot Coordinator:  Saumya Narang  Outfits: Rudraksh Dwivedi & Rocky Star   Photography  
Assistants:  Vaibhav Pandey  &  Ashutosh Bagde    Image retouch by:  Karan tur    Models :  Aditi Shivaraman  & Emmanuella Garegini 

Grigoryan  Model Agency- Inega and Mezora   Jewellery:  Aquamarine Jewellery   Location: Tassel Studio 
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The Normal World
Photographer: Ale Filizzola

Choreographer: Gabriella Engdahl    Fashion Designer: TING HUANG  FACE MAGAZINE | july 2021 |  77
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Photographer: Olga Yonsh
Female Model: Amalia Falby Makeup Artist: Yana Lepkova 

Wardrobe Stylist: Tamara Nikitina  Hair Stylist: Evgenia Lauenburg  Model: Alexey Sivitskiy

Circus in love
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Wardrobe Stylist/Producer/Creative Director: Galyna Zaitseva 
Photographer: Denis Klimenko  Model: Tamara Kharitonova  

Model: Nikita Melnik  Makeup Artist: Natali Vershinina

Oligarchy
People's
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PRODUCER:  Yulia Konopleva  Photographer: Barinov Alexey 
Model: Lakizina Natalia  &  Veronika Naryshkina 

DESIRE
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Boring  
afternoon...

Photographer: Simone Fortuna   Female Model: Luisa Mineo
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I CAN’T HELP ....  
I WANT YOU

Photographer: Seth London   
Shot and edited: Seth London  Model: Que
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The transformation of a city, and by 
extension a country, is evident in the 
evolution of the spirit of its
culture. Subsequently, the evolution of 
its people is manifested in their ability to 
discern and truly engage with that spirit of 
artistry; from music and literature to art, 
architecture and design.
I firmly believe that there has been 
a gradual but definitive shift in the 
perception of design and
architecture in India. With an increase in 
awareness about interdisciplinary design 
practices, people are open to engaging with 
design and cultivate their own distinctive 
tastes and preferences. This shift in 
perspective is in no small measure due 
to a generation of young designers who 
have been pushing the limits of creativity. 
I am very proud to have been a part of this 
movement.

Geometry, right from the start, has always been an 
important element in my practice, and is often the
point of departure for my designs. For the past several 
years, I’ve also been exploring the concept of
Wabi Sabi — an ancient Japanese philosophy of 
balancing elements has been a strong part of all my
projects. When I started my practice, I was 
predominantly working on homes and while I received 
a lot of positive feedback from my clients, editors and 
friends, I think it was projects like Le Mill and Nido that 
really helped bring my work to a more public platform. 
It was the first time a large number of people were 
able to really experience my work. We received a 
tremendous amount of positive reactions so I would 
definitely say that this was an important hurdle.

Making the jump from interiors to product 
design was a natural progression. Custom 
designing products, be it furniture, lighting 
or bathware for my projects is something 
I’ve been doing right from the beginning of 
my practice as an interior architect. Along 
with that, I have to say winning ELLE Decor’s 
Designer of the Year award, showcasing my 
pieces at Elle Decor’s India Design (ID) in 
2016 among other things, all contributed to 
boosting my confidence and giving me the 
added push to really jump into the space of 
product design along with my architectural 
practice. On some level, I always knew I 
wanted to foray into product design — I was 
just waiting for the right platform. And I think 
my collaboration with Urban Ladder has been 
the perfect avenue to make this start.

In the course of this 15 year long journey, while the challenges that have 
come my way have been plenty, there is a sense of satisfaction in having 
been able to reach where I have in my growth as a designer. I look forward 
to what’s in store on the path that I forge ahead. At the end of the day, one’s 
work is the only thing that needs to pass the test of time — it is, after all, 
the only thing that lasts.My aesthetic sensibility has found its way to the 
renown celebrity homes of Hrithik Roshan, Ranbir
Kapoor, Katrina Kaif, Arjun Rampal, Meher Jessia, Jacqueline Fernandez, 
Aditya Roy Kapoor, Pernia
Qureshi, Cecilia Morelli-Parikh and Hemant Oberoi to name a few. 
Today’s celebrity home owners have a discerning eye for all things chic 
and sophisticated. Working with several celebrities, I’ve noticed that 
most young actors have a traveller’s eye and their homes often reflect 
a cultivated sense of art and design. Designing for them has been quite 
refreshing as every home has a very distinct character. Their homes are 
as much a reflection of the celebrity in the limelight as they are about the 
private person.

Ashiesh 
Shah - 
Design Journey

The transformation of a city, and by 
extension a country, is evident in the 
evolution of the spirit of its
culture. Subsequently, the evolution of 
its people is manifested in their ability to 
discern and truly engage with that spirit of 
artistry; from music and literature to art, 
architecture and design.
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perception of design and
architecture in India. With an increase in 
awareness about interdisciplinary design 
practices, people are open to engaging with 
design and cultivate their own distinctive 
tastes and preferences. This shift in 
perspective is in no small measure due 
to a generation of young designers who 
have been pushing the limits of creativity. 
I am very proud to have been a part of this 
movement.

Geometry, right from the start, has always been an 
important element in my practice, and is often the
point of departure for my designs. For the past several 
years, I’ve also been exploring the concept of
Wabi Sabi — an ancient Japanese philosophy of 
balancing elements has been a strong part of all my
projects. When I started my practice, I was 
predominantly working on homes and while I received 
a lot of positive feedback from my clients, editors and 
friends, I think it was projects like Le Mill and Nido that 
really helped bring my work to a more public platform. 
It was the first time a large number of people were 
able to really experience my work. We received a 
tremendous amount of positive reactions so I would 
definitely say that this was an important hurdle.

Making the jump from interiors to product 
design was a natural progression. Custom 
designing products, be it furniture, lighting 
or bathware for my projects is something 
I’ve been doing right from the beginning of 
my practice as an interior architect. Along 
with that, I have to say winning ELLE Decor’s 
Designer of the Year award, showcasing my 
pieces at Elle Decor’s India Design (ID) in 
2016 among other things, all contributed to 
boosting my confidence and giving me the 
added push to really jump into the space of 
product design along with my architectural 
practice. On some level, I always knew I 
wanted to foray into product design — I was 
just waiting for the right platform. And I think 
my collaboration with Urban Ladder has been 
the perfect avenue to make this start.

In the course of this 15 year long journey, while the challenges that have 
come my way have been plenty, there is a sense of satisfaction in having 
been able to reach where I have in my growth as a designer. I look forward 
to what’s in store on the path that I forge ahead. At the end of the day, one’s 
work is the only thing that needs to pass the test of time — it is, after all, 
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Aditya Roy Kapoor, Pernia
Qureshi, Cecilia Morelli-Parikh and Hemant Oberoi to name a few. 
Today’s celebrity home owners have a discerning eye for all things chic 
and sophisticated. Working with several celebrities, I’ve noticed that 
most young actors have a traveller’s eye and their homes often reflect 
a cultivated sense of art and design. Designing for them has been quite 
refreshing as every home has a very distinct character. Their homes are 
as much a reflection of the celebrity in the limelight as they are about the 
private person.

Ashiesh 
Shah - 
Design JourneyARTICLE  BY -  M ADHURI  BH ADURI
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Laila 
Khan

AN ARTIST’S JOURNEY:
An artist since childhood, Laila Khan 
Furniturewalla after obtaining a BA Degree 
in English Literature from Sophia College, 
Mumbai, went for training in Fine Art to the 
Slade School of Fine Art in London, and 
then in 2009 went to study creative painting 
at St Martins school of art in London. She 
has held solo shows in Mumbai & Delhi and 
has participated in numerous group shows 
in India & Internationally.
Her work is never titled as she feels it 
imposes a limitation in the viewing process 
and disallows the viewer the freedom 
to interpret and derive their own unique 
experience with the painting. 
Her work has been included in many 
auctions, charitable causes, fund raisers in 
India and Internationally and is held in many 
esteemed private collections. 
She was born, lives and works in Mumbai, 
India. 

DREAMING OF LIFE & TIME- Laila Khan 
Furniturewala 
Beauty does not arise from the subject of a 
work of art, but from the necessity that has 
been felt of representing that subject.’
-Millet 

I hail from a very artistic family, my father Feroz 
Khan being an actor, filmmaker, editor & writer, 
my mother Sundri a fashion designer, both 
appreciated & loved art, they also collected. 
My mother is very responsible for me being 
an artist today as it was her encouragement 

& involvement in my talent that led me to 
pursue it. My father was my biggest critic. 
Very early in my late teens I loved & was 
challenged by the sole control of expression 
one held while painting. In art there are no 
half-truths as your work becomes a mirror 
to your intention & the most important 
factor in art is your intention. I enjoyed 
the solitariness of this expression as 
with art the artist creates his or her own 
world. In that world I wanted to explore 

beauty & express it’s fragility & 
impermanence. I never underwent 
a rigorous formal training in art 
school as I was extremely definite 
& individualistic in my thoughts 
& couldn’t follow any direction. I 
felt formal training would rob me 
of my raw instinct. Though in 1993 
after my graduation in English 
Literature I went to the Slade 
school of Fine Art in London, UK 
& did a short course in life form 
from the nude & fresco painting. 
In 2009 I went to St Martins school 
of art & design in London, UK 
to study creative & expressive 
painting for 6 months. There under 
the tutorage of Ewa Gargulinska, 
a renowned artist, I learnt how to 
achieve limitless creativity in the 
visual expression of self-using 
painting as a medium.

I held my 1st solo show after 9 years of painting at the visual art 
gallery in New Delhi in 2001. In this series I sculpted sand on canvas 
& used oil & charcoal to represent the fragility & impermanence 
of human life against the timelessness of architecture. Here I 
depicted the female nude in most of the works. Opinions were rife 
that I wouldn’t be able to sell any works as very few people would 
hang nudes in their home. But this was my true expression, my 
family saw it as an artistic necessity & never discouraged me. I 
sold most of my work in that show. In 2003 I was part of a 2-person 
show held by the Arts trust at Yantra in Mumbai. The works here 
were a manifestation of the female principle as being symbols of 
union, creation & transience.

ARTICLE  BY -  M ADHURI  BH ADURI
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Salman Ali is an Indian singer and was the winner of the 10th 
season of Indian Idol. He was also the first runner up of Sa Re 
Ga Ma Pa L’il Champs 2011. Besides Indian Idol, Salman lent 
his voice for the theme song of the Indian Television Series, 
Chandragupta Maurya, airing on Sony TV. In 2019, he made his 
debut as a playback singer in Jai Ho for Satellite Shankar and in 
Awara for Dabangg 3.
Salman Ali was born in Punhana, a town in Nuh district of 
Haryana, India. The last four generations of his family have 
been singing to earn a livelihood. He was introduced to music 
at an early age and revealed that he started by singing at 
Jagrans. 
He was featured on a few episodes of Jammin, a music show 
which airs on Sony TV where he performed alongside music 
duo Salim-Sulaiman among others. Salman also recorded a 
small segment in the song Sab Badhiya Hai, a promotional song 
for the movie Sui Dhaaga. The music director of the song was 
Anu Malik, a judge on Indian Idol. 
Salman Ali is a part of Zee TV’s reality show Indian Pro Music 
League as a Team Captain, alongside music director, composer 
and singer Ankit Tiwari and fellow Captain singer Payal Dev with 
brand ambassador Suresh Raina. The trio are heading the team 
UP Dabanggs.
Salman Ali had the opportunity to recently perform at 
celebrated senior artist Madhuri Bhaduri’s 42nd solo art show 
at the JW Marriott in Pune which marked the launch of her 
Moon series and he picked songs that resonated with the 
subject of the moon and its nuances. 

Salman Ali
ARTICLE  BY -  M ADHURI  BH ADURI
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Art & Entertainment- The Two Flip 
Sides of a Coin  

Article by Madhuri Bhaduri

 I’ve always felt that art is the purest form of entertainment. 
It is the most unfiltered and raw form of expression. A 
painting or art work can entertain on the basis of shared 
emotion while entertainment does the same. Both of these 
art forms go hand in hand like two flip sides of a coin that 
spell creation, taking inspiration from the living, breathing 

life around them. The same way a film sparks a million 
emotions while navigating the story, a painting too can 
be worth a million emotions coded in bright colors. I’ve 
always felt that each painting tells a vivid and different 
story to the ones who care to listen and every change in 
color is a change in the course of the story I paint. While 

the entertainment industry creates its art on 
a screen, we create ours on a canvas. Though, 
since the times of Covid-19, art shows too have 
shifted from live shows in galleries to online 
shows in front of screens, with many renowned 
art gallerists across the globe preferring the 
mode of LED screens and 3D shows to bring 
the beauty created on the canvas to life and do 
justice to the work of the artist.
My connection with the entertainment industry 
began long before my career as a professional 
artist had taken off. In my days as a competitive 
badminton player, I was felicitated by none other 
than the legend himself, Amitabh Bachchan. 
My 25th solo show, held at Jahangir Art Gallery 

in Mumbai in 2011, was inaugurated by the nation’s most 
beloved and decorated playback singer Padma Vibhushan 
Asha Bhosle. In 2018 I had the honor of being felicitated, 
with the National Excellence Award in Delhi, by one of 
Hindi Cinema’s finest actors, Zeenat Aman. Lali Dhawan, 
a Mumbai based interior designer, wife of the popular 
Indian Filmmaker David Dhawan and mother of actor Varun 
Dhawan, has also been an ardent collector of my work 
since 1996. Prerana Joshi, director of Samsara Art Gallery 
in Mumbai and wife of actor Sharman Joshi and the very 
talented anchor/actress Mandira Bedi are also among those 
from the entertainment industry who have been collectors 
of my artworks for many years. I was felicitated with the 
Times of India Femina Pune’s most powerful for the year 
2019-20 by actor Arjun Kapoor and renowned politician 
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Priya Dutt. Last year, 
on the occasion of my 
42nd solo show held 
at the JW Marriot, 
Pune, I even had the 
pleasure of enjoying a 
musical evening with 
the winner of Indian 
Idol 2018, Salman 
Ali, who enchanted 
the audience with 
his melodious voice. 
Other eminent 
personalities 
like Sonu Nigam, 
Abhishek Bachchan, 
Farah Khan and Juhi 
Chawla are also 
among those who not 
only attended group 
shows and charity 
events that I was a 
part of but also highly 
appreciated and 
applauded my works. 
I am blessed to have 
been associated 
with names from 
the entertainment 
industry that have 
gained the adoration 
and respect of 
the audience only 
because of the sheer 
love that they have 
for their art. During 
the intensive course 
of my career as a 
professional painter, 
I have realized that 
entertainment 
is in fact art and 
vice-versa. The 
co-existence and 
mutual understanding 
between both gives 
meaning and a 
sense of fulfillment 
to one’s life. May 
we be painters, 
actors, filmmakers 
or musicians, at the 
end of the day we are 
all artists. Every time 
we create something 
magical, we give away 
a part of ourselves to 
the audience knowing 
that, what has moved 
us will most definitely 
move our audience.  
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Featur ing: 
Rukmini  Vi jaykumar 

Manish  Chauhan 
Aar i fa  Bhinderwala  

Tee  J 

- A r t i c l e  b y  N a i n a  K u m a r

Dancing 
with the 
Cosmos

The Human body has its rhythms and reflexes 
to the ambient stimulus. When you channelize 
your true dance you commence the exchange 
of energies between your body and nature 
building a bigger and sacred vibration. Be it 
the celebratory emotion or the stillness of 
melancholy, every expression of yours accounts 
for your true dance.  Our body language and 
mannerisms help us to emote without using 
words. Before the arrival of written language 
and modern history, our earliest cultures 
evolved through dance. This art form was used 
to drive the information, stories and social 
messages from one generation to the next, 
it was also used to show power, devotion, 
sensuality, or to embrace and celebrate life. 

The ‘Dancing girl’ a bronze sculpture from 
the first known civilization in Mohenjo-Daro, 
Indus Valley civilization speaks aloud the 
significance of Dancing in the Bronze Age. 
But this is not the first; the archaeological 
proof of dance comes from the 9000 years 
old cave paintings in India and other pre-
historic civilizations like Ancient Egypt and 
Mesopotamia. I imagine the first dance of a 
primitive man would have been celebrating his 
first hunt or the first rain or the fire he ignited 
for the first time. Nataraja sculpture of Shiva 
(Hindu mythology) is shown as the source 
of all movement within the cosmos. The 
gestures of the dance represent Shiva’s five 
activities creation (symbolized by the drum), 

protection (by the “fear not” pose of the 
hand), destruction (by the fire), embodiment 
(by the foot planted on the ground), and 
release (by the foot held aloft). And these 
five activities depended on the Dance of 
the God Shiva. The ancient rituals through 
different civilizations were a combination 
of verbal prayers and body movements to 
intensify the power of the invocation known 
as ritual dance. Historians believe that 
social, celebratory, and ritual dances were 
the essential factors of the development of 
early human civilizations. From Social Dance 
stemmed out the actual art form which 
was the Theatrical Dance which became an 
evolved art of storytelling. 

Bharatnatyam 

Pole Dancing

Ballet

Waacking

2000 years ago priestesses in the Hindu temples of south 
India called Devadasis would sing, dance, and play musical 
instruments to serve the deity as a part of the sacred 
ritual. Since these dancers were called Devadasis, their 
dance was called Dasi Attam. This dance form was derived 
from Natya Shastra the earliest body of Indian scripture by 
Sage Bharatha. Natyashastra is a combination of pathya 
(words), Abhinaya (communicative elements of the body 
movements), Geeth (music and chant), and Rasa (vital 
emotional element). Dasi Attam evolved into the Indian 
classical dance form of Bharatnatyam. 
Bharatnatyam has been often called artistic yoga as this 
art form is about your spiritual expression and connection 
with the divine. Apart from its ritualistic significance 
Bharatnatyam has preserved and translated the sacred 
stories from the scriptures through generations.

This art form has been recognized by the Olympics as a 
sport. Pole dance is acrobatics and dance in one requiring 
significant muscular endurance and coordination, as well as 
sensuality. This dance finds its roots in the traditional Indian 
sport of Mallakhamb, which uses a wooden pole, wider in 
diameter than a modern standard pole and The Chinese pole, 
China which uses two poles for men to perform acrobatic 
yoga. Many misconceive pole dance as a women-only art 
form, factually if not less there are an equal no. of men pole 
dancers. This is a very intriguing sport and a dance form 
where you have to suspend yourself to an axis and channel 
all the strength from your body to become fluid and swirl 
around performing aerobics mid-air. For a better grip of the 
pole, the artist is required to have their skin exposed, the 
idea of working out in a sports bra and shorts may seem 
intimidating for some, but soon the focus shifts to the idea 
of comfort, liberation and building confidence. This craft 
doesn’t differentiate as there is no capping on age limit, 
gender, or body type, it welcomes all. The most fascinating 
thing about this art form is that circling of the axis can be 
seen as a symbolic imitation of planets in the Solar System 
orbiting the sun, which in a way is the source of channeling 
energies making pole dance as sacred as Yoga or Sufi Dance 
which are a predominantly devotional and ritualistic art 
form. Pole dancing is extremely versatile some learn this for 
its exotic quotient, some for sports or fitness, for artistic & 
creative outlet and others for all of the above.

Ballet began in the 15th century from the Renaissance 
Italy courts. It was courtroom etiquettes choreographed 
into a social dance, from the gesture, poise, steps taken 
to walk across the room and even a bow was all calculated 
and aesthetically aligned. The decor of the courtroom and 
the costumes of the aristocrats performing were designed 
accordingly. The European nobility took an instant liking 
towards this and it became a norm to host courtroom 
festivals for such performances. The English Ballet master 
Jon Weaver wrote “Dancing is an elegant and regular 
movement, harmoniously composed of beautiful attitudes 
and contrasted graceful postures of the body and parts 
thereof”. Ballet is the foundation for all styles of dance. The 
focus in this dance form is on disciplined performance using 
movements, postures, flexibility and mental fitness. The 
complex choreography, symphonic music, costumes and the 
set comes together to make Ballet one of the most graceful 
art of story-telling.  

Oppression gives birth to a revolution. And Waacking is 
one of those dance forms which became the rebellion 
expression for freedom for the gay community in the 1970’s 
disco clubs in California started by the Black and Hispanic 
gay men as this dancing style became their only outlet and 
a strong voice against the oppression they faced. Earlier 
known as Punking, where “Punk” was originally a derogatory 
term; the gay community dancers reclaimed it as a positive 
action verb. Waacking came from “Whack” an arm movement 
(used in this style) that creates a striking motion often used 
while Punking. When Punking got popular even straight 
people started exploring this style, so they went ahead to 
call it Waacking. The style focused on the empowerment and 
strength of the LGBTQ community or anyone who needed 
to vent and reclaim their identity. It became this free and 
expressive dance form where you could channelize your 
inner personality or enact the character taking inspiration 
from favorite icon’s body language through dramatic hand 
movements and strong pose while telling a story or a 
message. The movement for these dancers was majorly 
driven by the disco music.”Dance styles are created to 
music, not the other way around. In Waacking you have to 
make people see the music by accenting each instrument or 
vocal so precisely that people can literally see what they are 
hearing” stated Princess Lockeroo for Brut interview.
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Rukmini Vijaykumar Manish Chauhan 
I started learning Bharatnatyam as a child. For a nerdy, self-
disciplined kid like me, learning this art form elevated my 
personality. It allowed me to flower in my true essence. But 
never in my mind had I thought I would take it professionally, as 
I was more concerned about my grades and performances in 
academics. Although I was equally committed to my training as 
a Classical dancer, it was not until my parents made me think 
about taking my passion for dancing as my career. From 9th 
standard I had started performing, traveling with my teacher. 
While I was juggling between my studies and dance classes it 
was them who noticed my indulgence in dancing (which was an 
unreasonable amount, to be honest). They persuaded me as they 
could see how dancing had become an integral part of my life. 
This led me to do my Degree in Ballet and Modern dance from 
Boston Conservatory at Berklee, Boston, Massachusetts. 
The training was strenuous with a disciplined regime which 
was physically very challenging but I would never have it any 
other way because that is exactly what gave me resilience 
and endurance. I learned a lot about my body mechanism, 
movements and came out with whole new perspectives in the 
world of Dance.

I am a passionate dancer more than anything. I loved challenging myself 
by training in various art forms and styles of dancing. During my time 
in Boston, I got the opportunity to learn jazz, contemporary dance and 
I enjoyed the whole experience of being surrounded by versatilities of 
dance as an art form. This whole experience with various styles of dance 
gave me a better understanding of my body. 
Bharatnatyam is my first language; it’s like when as a multilingual if 
you are asked to write poetry you choose the language that naturally 
comes first to you. And that is why I intentionally choose the art form 
of Bharatnatyam for my foundation Raadha Kalpa in 2009, which has 
branched out to various platforms for artists and dancers to learn, share 
and engage with this craft. The Raadha Kalpa Method a systematic 
educational program. It is a researched pedagogical structure that 
enables the priming of a Bharatanatyam dancer with attention to 
physical, technical, creative, rhythmic, theoretical and artistic detailing. 
The program will help a dancer to progress in learning this art form. 
Also working on their stamina, physical alignment, strength, and 
understanding of theory in Bharatanatyam.
The foundation Raadha Kalpa was my way of giving back to the 
dance society disseminating my knowledge and experience through 
choreography, performance, education and helping the art form to 
flourish through this movement. I wanted to create a space where people 
can engage with this art form in various aspects. 
Dance has shown me the possibilities and perspectives to imagine, share 
and speak in a language fluently. It has brought me so much adoration and 
opportunities to interact with people from various aspects of society. It 
helped me connect with strangers and myself in the best way possible.

I started ballet seven years ago at The Danceworx, Mumbai, where I met my ballet master Yehuda Mao’r 
and my life changed completely. He made me realise my true potential and since then there was no 
looking back. I dedicatedly trained under him and learned all the vocabularies of ballet. I have trained in 
various styles of dance, but Ballet is like a meditation for me where I connect with myself, it’s a way of life 
for me, a place where I can express myself without any inhibitions and the dance studio is like a temple 
where I go to pray through my dance. Earlier I was confused about what I wanted to be in the future, but 
when I got introduced to ballet, I knew in my heart that I wanted to become a dancer. Ballet gave me 
opportunities to travel, meet dancers, teachers, from different religions, cultures, traditions and the 
opportunity to share the same roof where there’s no differentiation amongst each other. 
Over the years I learned that Ballet is the most challenging dance form and once you master the 
techniques it becomes the most beautiful art form. Initially, it was physically challenging for me as I 
started late and Ballet requires a certain body type and years of training. But with my mentors, who 
helped me train with dedication and perseverance, I achieved the ballet body and it was then that I sent 
my audition videos to apply to Ballet school and finally got into Oregon Ballet Theatre, Portland, Oregon, 
United States. Ballet demands one to be physically athletic and male dancers particularly need to be 
stronger in jumps, turns and lifts, every day I have a set gym routine to work on my strength and fitness.
Today I take ballet classes with Kate Loh, Simon Kazantsev, Dianna Warren, to name a few.
 I am currently with the Peridance where I got this great opportunity to train under the guidance of 
Artistic Director Mr. Igal Perry. 10 years from now if I am fortunate enough in my career I would want to 
open a dance school to help underprivileged kids to pursue their dream career in dance, travel & explore 
as a performer how fortunately I was able to. I want to educate and share my knowledge about Ballet 
especially in India. I want to become an example to young aspiring dancers to see the possibility in dance 
and make them realise that this form has a future in India and can help a professional to be a successful 
artist and earn his living. Ballet makes me happy, and I strongly believe that whatever makes you happy 
you should pursue it full-heartedly and everything will fall in the right place for you.

Image Credit : Anup J Kat & Vivian Ambrose

Image Credit : Anup J Kat & Vivian Ambrose
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I must be 4-5 year old and there was a celebration in my society, my 
cousin sister was performing on the stage I was in my mother’s lap 
sitting with the audience and suddenly I heard my favourite song playing 
on the speakers, I felt an instant rush and I ran across towards the stage 
and started dancing on the stage. And that was the first time I realised 
my connection with Music. My musicality is what makes me stand out 
in my craft because when you sync in with the rhythm is when you 
can truly dance. Professionally I started as a BGirl (BBoying) in 2010. 
From practicing every day and navigating my way through the various 
aspects of Hiphop I realised I haven’t yet quite discovered a style that 
truly defined and resonated with my being, and then I was introduced to 
Waacking by randomly coming across Princess Lockeroo’s performance 
in a Dance show and I got fascinated by the way she was using her arms 
so swiftly. At that point in time, Waacking had gone through a major gap 
and was thriving to make a comeback, leaving very little information 
about this art form and this intrigued me to dig deeper and follow the 
few icons of that time to broaden my knowledge. Now everyone has 
access to this craft at their fingertips but when I had ventured I found 
it the hardest way but I would say that was the best way. As sometimes 
you easily take granted things that are served to you easily, but to me 
it was almost like discovering each layer one by one. Having been a 
socially awkward girl, diving deep into the form and its history soon 
became my place to be. Waacking open various perspectives for me and 
help me transform into my better version, it brought awareness to me 
which is the most vital thing to be possessed by an artist. I represented 
India in Dance Live in Taiwan world finals 2015 and RF Jam 2019 finals 
and various national battles. I have worked with several brands and 
created art beyond limitations.
Waacking creates a safe space for people to acknowledge their 
true self, it is a space to express without inhibitions and it leads to 
ultimate liberation. In India, I was amongst the first people to start 
exploring this art form in-depth. I still feel not many understand the 
soul of waacking which is so much more than the hand movements, 
so I founded a community Whackers of India with two of my friends to 
spark a collective movement and an initiative to uplift the community 
of Waackers. It is beautiful to see moments of liberations amongst the 
community people coming out of the closets and embracing their true 
identity with this movement. The history of Waacking teaches us to 
transform negative to positive and keep evolving with the movement. 
I am actively paving the path for aspiring dancers by providing them 
a platform, a creative space, information and awareness through 
education. Even as an educator I have devised new techniques and ways 
to teach, I kept upgrading myself so that I can bring my niche and a fresh 
outlook towards this art form. Waacking has taught me to own myself, 
understand true worth and has imbibed confidence in me to face any 
challenge life throws at me. And through my initiatives, I am spreading 
this learning to the dancer community as a whole.

Aarifa 
Bhinderwala

Tejasvi Patil 
aka Tee J

Pole dance for me is my life’s higher purpose. My introduction to the pole was when I 
walked into a pole studio while visiting my sister in Perth, Australia. I had moisturizer 
on and kept slipping on my first day in class.  However soon I learned the dos and 
don’ts and started seeing so much progress in a very short period. My first inversion 
on the pole made me realise that this is something I want to do more than just a hobby. 
Then I was perusing a course in Counselling at an Australian institute and learning 
pole alongside. I then shifted from taking group sessions to taking private pole lessons 
and dedicated hours on practicing each week. Once I reached the advanced levels I 
began teaching pole back home in Mumbai. Being the pioneer of Pole fitness in my 
country has been an extremely exciting journey for me. I’ve been blessed with so much 
encouragement and support from my family as well as the media and society at large 
which I am extremely grateful for.
Pole as a sport and craft is very challenging and demanding, it requires a strong will 
and in turn, also helps one develop more of it. Not having a background in sport, I was 
a complete novice when I started as a student and had to persevere to reach the level 
of expertise that I’ve gained over the years. From experiencing burns that happen 
due to friction against the metal to developing great technique alongside strength, 
stability, flexibility & endurance. The beauty of it all is that the grit manifests itself as 
grace on the pole and creates what is often termed in literature as ‘magic realism’.
Teaching takes up a lot of my time but I make sure to give myself enough time for 
self-training so that I evolve each day not only as a better pole artiste but also a better 
teacher.
 I derive great inspiration from music and poleing to different genres of music. As 
an art form Pole is constantly evolving, over the years it has been influenced by 
gymnastics, ballet and various other forms of movement. Spinning on the pole is a 
very spiritual experience like the whirling Sufis who are centered on a very strong axis. 
As they say “as above, so below”  the earth spins around its axis and so do the chakras 
within us; spinning on the pole makes you feel one with this Universal motion and this 
experience of oneness is what makes pole, not just a form of movement or sport but a 
portal to deep healing.
My studio Pole Burnt is India’s pioneering Pole fitness studio situated in Bandra, 
Mumbai. The studio has been designed as a place of calm yet invigorating vibe with 
magnificent sunlight pouring through its panoramic windows offering a sweeping view 
of the city. With the studio, I endeavor to create a common ground for people to come 
together to train, explore and grow through this sport and art. I have taught over ten 
thousand students in my career so far spanning 4 years. I have people come in to learn 
not just from all over the country. It is heart-warming to see my devotion towards this 
craft resonate with my students as well. I’ve also seen pole transform lives making 
people that walk into my studio walkout not only feeling a lot more confident but also 
with a sense of a deeper connection with their souls. There are a lot of friendships 
blossoming in class a beautiful community bonding over their trials and triumphs 
while working on their pole moves. I strongly believe that it is in giving that we receive 
- and teaching pole brings that abundance into my life.

Image Credit : The Creative Indians Netflix 
Aarifa Bhinderwala ( Episode 04)

Image Credit : Ruksar Syed @ruksartt @ruksar.syed
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How to make your 
mundane workout a fun 
one?
Is your workout routine too mundane? 
or are you tired of doing the same thing 
over and over? If yes then it’s time for 
you to add some fun to your workout! 
Your workout should never feel like a 
task to you, it should be something that 
you enjoy and your body enjoys. When 
you have fun during a workout you are 
automatically motivated to do it every 
day.

The reason most people miss their 
workout is that they don’t have time 
for it, yet they find to do things they 
enjoy like listening to music or binge-
watching. That is the reason you need 
to make your workout fun so that you 
look forward to it every day.

Enter -TONE -ment 

your way to fitness  
Article by - Dr. Rebecca Pinto

Here are a few ways you can do so :

1. 1- Put on your dancing shoes and turn 
the music on! Dancing can be a great 
way to burn some calories and you 
can dance according to your tempo 
be it on Bollywood or hip hop. 

2. Take an active vacation, instead of 
going out to a resort and chill there 
go for a trek. 

3. Change your workout location, go 
for a run in the park or on the beach 
this will give you some new view and 
fresh air too. 

4. Go Swimming, swimming is proven to 
be a good way to stay fit and it can be 
a fun activity for you to do too. 

5. Ditch the elevators and use your 
stairs.

These are a few ways you can change 
your mundane workout or make your 
workout a little bit of fun. But again it 
all depends on a person to person how 
they want to make their workout fun. 
ALWAYS remember that Movement is 
key. Identify those activities you find 
enjoyable, and make the choice to 
move.

HEALTH & FITNESS
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HEALTHY ENTERTAINING  
AMAZING LUXUROUS TEMPTING  
HAPPINESS

YOGA

HIKING

TRAMPOLINING BIKE RIDING

DIET

HULA LOOP

ZUMBA

SLACKLINING
Who said healthy is boring?

How about a fun way to get yourself glowing?

Relax, rejuvenate and reduce your 
stress while soothing instrumental  
melodies coo in the back ground.

Satisfy your wanderlust while you 
strengthen your mental and physical 

core. 

Let’s refresh those childhood memo-
ries! Switch on the bass and tune in 

that playlist.

Blow the cobwebs away, put on your 
helmet and start exploring.

Goodbye bland food. Hello delectable  
delicacies!

A peppy and lively way to raise your 
spirit.

Let’s raise the oomph factor, shall we?

How about making great use of that 
redundant yard space? Invite friends 

over and make a party out of it!

HOW TO ADD ENTERTAINMENT TO YOUR REGIMEN?
Appropriate music helps you get into the required groove and continue the activity

for a longer time.

Keep updating your regimen. Monotonous regimens are often challenging to
continue.

Buddy up. More the merrier.

Audiobooks and podcasts can enrich your regimen.
Spend your Sunday playing old-school games  

in your lawn.

ARTICLE BY - DR. JANKI SHAH
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GET YOUR BRAND FEATURED ON 
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Can you enlighten our readers a little 
about yourself?

How did travelling and filmmaking come 
to you? Do you remember the moment you 
chose them as your profession?I am an Indian-Canadian director and producer with a BFA 

Honors in Film Production and a minor in Anthropology from 
York University in Toronto. I made my first film when I was 17 
and ever since I haven’t looked back. As a film student, my 
first two short documentaries, Elpis in 2014 and Fatima in 
2017 were successful on the film festival circuit and helped 
me really make my name as a young filmmaker and gain 
global critical acclaim. They were screened at Cannes Film 
Festival in France and Toronto International Film Festival in 
Canada along with several other festivals worldwide. After 
giving blood, sweat and tears to filmmaking in 4 continents, 
working on over 200 film sets, assisting veteran directors in 
Mumbai, being on the jury of 2 film festivals, backpacking to 
over 14 countries, and being awarded a year-long mentorship 
at Sundance in Los Angeles under some of Hollywood’s 
greatest writers and filmmakers, I finally moved back to 
India, co-founding our film production company, Iguana 
Motion Pictures, bringing together my two passions, cars 
and cameras. And honestly, it feels like the journey has just 
started and there is so much more to learn and do, both as a 
human being and a filmmaker. 

Well, I have always been fascinated by films. Growing up, movies 
were my window on the world. My parents would take my sister 
and me to the movies twice a week and we would go and watch 
the same films over and over and mom would ask us to focus on 
different aspects of the film each time. We would keep getting 
good grades at school, and she kept bribing us with movies week 
after week only to wake up one day and learn that I had decided 
to drop my plan to be a corporate lawyer and wanted to formally 
learn filmmaking. Don’t really remember what came upon me but 
it was right before my grade 12 board exams that I had read The 
Secret and I had become the new definition of self-awareness 
in our family. And as they say, an enlightened soul is a free soul! 
And I was a rather wild one. I have always craved new experiences 
and new challenges. My travels were just another way for me to 
test and push my limits, to tread into the unknown, outside of my 
comfort zone, being exposed to new places, human connections, 
and thousands of untold stories.

Akreta Saim
Akreta Saim is a film director, producer and the co-founder of Iguana Motion Pictures, an India based film production house. 

From concept to completion, they offer end to end filmmaking services covering strategy and production to create commercials, 
corporate films, travelogues, music videos, digital content and everything that has anything to do with an audio-visual experience, 

with their strong suit being automotive films. 

I NT E RV I E W E D  BY  S U S H N E E T  K A U R
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Please share one of your most memorable 
experiences while traveling. Do you travel 
solo or in a group?

How did you get hooked on the 
Automobile Industry?

I usually travel solo and this one time I flew to Ecuador with 
a one-week plan and ended up staying there for months! It 
definitely was one of the most exhilarating trips of my life. I think 
I saw it all from getting lost in the Amazon forest with an injured 
foot and no food and water, getting stuck in a swamp, almost 
being eaten by an alligator, and finally spending the night with an 
indigenous family that rescued me. {You can keep this answer 
till here if we’re over the word limit} The next morning, on my way 
back to the city, I got mugged and lost all the cash on me. My 
canyoning instructor who I had just met then offered me a room 
in his apartment which I excitedly said yes to only to find out the 
entire under-25 population of the Baños valley was lodging in 
that house.

This one came as a complete blessing to me and 
was something that I had not even thought of 
doing as a filmmaker. I was always an automotive 
enthusiast but the idea of starting an automotive 
centric film production company came to me 
when I first met my business partner, Rishabh, 
an automotive engineer turned automotive 
filmmaker and we decided to take our passion for 
cars and filmmaking and together create a brand 
that tells invigorating stories, brings together 
exceptional talent from around the country and 
raises the bar for quality automotive production 
and storytelling in India. And that’s how Iguana 
Motion Pictures came to life. 

What was the most challenging 
task for you when you initiated 
your career as a filmmaker?

A piece of advice you would like to give to 
our readers about following their dreams.How do you 

choose to 
enjoy your 
me-time?

Which car is your 
dream car?

I think as an aspiring woman filmmaker, there 
was definitely a lot of apprehension and negative 
criticism around choosing filmmaking as a full-
time profession. I faced a lot of resistance from 
my family and friends, and even from people in 
the industry. So the biggest challenge was to keep 
believing in myself, come what may and block 
all the background noise that kept telling me I 
couldn’t do it. I’m not going to lie, I still get asked 
what I do for a living besides being a film director 
or get confused with a camera person or editor as 
many people are still unaware of the real role of a 
director in the process of filmmaking. 

All I’d say is that the path of your dreams is not going to be 
the easiest one, but it will definitely be the one that will make 
life worth living. Sometimes circumstances make us think it’s 
a selfish thing to do or we end up with responsibilities and 
following your dream seems like a luxury you simply cannot 
afford. But if you give your dreams enough time, faith and 
sincere hard work, they will never let you down. Imagine living 
a life where everyday you do what you love, push your limits, 
discover and rediscover yourself, inspire the hearts of others 
and be proud because you decided to choose your dreams and 
you showed up everyday, manifesting everything that you ever 
desired. That is what following your dreams feels like.

A good book, a yoga 
mat, some peaceful 

music, and a glass of 
wine is what most of 

my me-time looks like. 

My fascination for cars started 
when I first saw the Porsche 911 
997 Cabriolet at the back cover 
of a Vogue issue when I was 16. 

From that point to now, I have 
unapologetically dreamed of owning 

a Porsche 911 Turbo and working 
equally hard each day so I can 
manifest this dream one day. 

I usually travel solo and this one time I flew to Ecuador with
a one-week plan and ended up staying there for months! It
definitely was one of the most exhilarating trips of my life. I think
I saw it all from getting lost in the Amazon forest with an injured
foot and no food and water, getting stuck in a swamp, almost
being eaten by an alligator, and finally spending the night with an
indigenous family that rescued me. The next morning, on my way
back to the city, I got mugged and lost all the cash on me. My
canyoning instructor who I had just met then offered me a room
in his apartment which I excitedly said yes to only to find out the
entire under-25 population of the Baños valley was lodging in
that house.
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Shivali 
Bhammer

Shivali Bhammer’s euphonious 
voice and boundless talent have 
made her the most liked and 
followed devotional singer globally. 
Making her global audiences exult 
in the divinity of her voice, Shivali 
has made a place in the hearts of 
millions of listeners of devotional 
music across the globe. She was 
the youngest and the only artist to 
ever be signed to Sony Music BMG 
for Bhajans and has released two 
devotional albums, The Bhajan 
Project and Urban Temple, which 
reached Number 1 on the iTunes 
World Chart. Her music is produced 
by Arjun, the globally popular 
singing icon.

Shivali was nominated for 2 Global 
Indian Music Awards at the age 
of 23 and was listed as the Top 
25 under 25 South Asian Artists 
in England. She has performed 
globally for both corporates, 
public and private concerts. 
Shivali also holds a diploma in 
acting, Kathak, and ballet. Shivali 
is not only a talented musician; 
she is also a spiritual urban yogi 
and a motivational speaker. Born 
in London, after graduating in 
Economics & Philosophy, she left 
her job at an investment bank to 
pursue her artistic passions. After 
holding the title of the youngest 
devotional singer at the age of 22, 
she is now setting the stage to be 
one of the youngest female Indian 
Motivational Speakers.  

Shivali was drawn to music and 
religion since her early childhood, 
and she believes, “it’s a connection, 
a spark or a friendship you strike 
up and the more you invest in it, 
the more it gives back to you. 
Fundamentally, it is love.” Her 
family Guru is Morari Bapu; she 
is religiously close to Swami Ji 

Chidanand Saraswati of Parmarth Niketan 
Ashram and Sister Shivani. She has been taught by the 
Brahma Kumaris and Chinmaya Mission. She firmly believes 
that she finds her Gurus in the books that she reads. Her 
approach to spirituality is a very contemporary and new age. 
After understanding that no one reached out to the young, 
hungry millennial diaspora with music that felt relevant, she 
launched The Bhajan Project. In the same way, she believes 
that “you need not become a Sanyaasi or a Brahmachari to 
motivate one another or to even represent spirituality; you 
need not spend many hours as a monk or sit in a mandir 
to believe in God. Just look into yourself, meditate, and be 
honest and open; you will find the God and Goddess in you.”

In addition to being a singer and a spiritual speaker, 
Shivali is also an exceptional writer. She has published 
for newspapers such as The Financial Times, The Orange 
County Register, Science & Spirituality, Spirituality & 
Health, Hinduism Today, Spiritual Directors International, 
Times Of India, Think Right and India Link on topics of 
philosophy and faith. 

Her audiences include 
people of all ages, especially 
the millennials who are 
stunned by her remake of the 
traditional songs and have 
shown a great inclination 
to her music. Shivali’s is a 
unique voice that is set to 
make India proud globally and 
create new benchmarks in 
the indie-devotional music 
genre and the motivational 
space.

Shivali is looking forward to 
launching her third album 
now. She wishes to teach and 
deliver workshops across all 
social platforms to infuse the 
younger generations with 
mindfulness and spirituality.

INTERVIEWED BY SUSHNEET KAUR
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F e w  U n d e r r a t e d  T V  s e r i e s  w i t h  t h e  M o s t 
I c o n i c  F a s h i o n  p i e c e s  o f  a l l  t h e  T i m e

Gilmore Girls: 
Your Comfort Classic 
Gilmore Girls was originally aired in October 2000 and 
the popularity of the show led to the Netflix reboot in 
2016. This show focuses on a relationship between a 
single mother “Lorelai” in her thirties and her teenage 
daughter “Rory.” It is an Intelligent show with motor 
mouth dialogues referring to Pop culture, Literature, 
Junk food, Music, Movies & Societies. The Picturesque 
settings of the fall season throwing out autumnal 
motifs from pie to coffee have led fans to cite it as a 
comforting TV. This show is not only Entertaining but 
also considered an Institute with its Quirky Characters. 
This show will take you on a smooth walk into the best 
and most memorable Fashion trends of the ’00s, in 
which we see Lorelai wearing everything from Leather 
Coats to slip dresses. In 2001, New York Times called 
the show” One of the best series on the air and probably 
the most underrated.” 
With the revealing moments of rushed emotions, the 
standard rib-cracking and sarcasm, this show will 
definitely get under your skin and refuses to let go.

Dynasty
Dynasty is an American Soup Opera based on the same name 
series of the 1980s. It has everything you love in a drama series. 
This series will be your daily addictive dose of Melodrama with 
Intriguing storylines, witty characters, moving the action with 
catfights, and how can we miss out on Fallon Carrington being 
Iconic queen with her well-crafted insults makes this show crazy 
delicious. This show revolves around the ultra-rich Carrington 
family and is the most fashionable show of all time, all thanks to 
Meredith Markworth- Pollack, the Costume Designer of this show. 
You will not even see a glimpse of jeans or sweat pants on this 
show as they reside in the mansion on the hill of Atlanta and not 
on the streets of New York. 
This series Central Female Character and my personal favorite 
Fallon Carrington; Feisty, Over-privileged, cunning but also 
Highly ambitious, Charismatic, Career oriented, intelligent 
women, her vigorous personality resonates with her extremely 
versatile style. You will see her in at least four different outfits 
in one episode and will definitely scream’ wow.’ The chic Haute 
Couture Luxurious outfits were from designers nodding to the 
80’s trend like Gucci, Balmain, Alexandra Vauthier, and Marc 
Jacobs. Fallon impeccable fashion sense communicated her 
mood in every episode, her classic looks in Pantsuits, Shoulder 
Pads, sumptuous furs, Gem Tones, Stripes which aligns with 
her Business Mindsets, the Bolder Color palette perceiving 
her character to be Confident, Authoritative reminding us that 
working women can also look feminine, Powerful and sexy at the 
same time. She also reflects Playful and Edgy’s style through 
Exotic Bold prints and Accessories symbolizing wealth and lavish 
status. Fallon’s outfits do not always signal her true dominance. 
She often uses her looks to get things done her own way by 
contrasting pieces that are traditionally soft, elegant pieces with 
more womanly and powerful ones as people often underestimate 
her. Talking about her outfits for Social Lavish Events which are 
still aligned to her work in a way or another, her exquisite short 
dresses are usually Robust, Uniquely structured silhouettes, the 
essence of the 80’s trend. After seeing the three seasons of an 
immaculate cluster of outfits, you will find yourself rummaging 
through silk loungewear, fancy brooches, kimonos, trousers with 
longer hemline, cocoon-style jackets, and will also help you to use 
fashion to compensate for your personality traits.

Riverdale
Riverdale is drama TV series is based on the most famous red-haired 
teen-centric guy in pop culture “Archie.” This show is not something 
like you usually expect from a teen drama series like Rom-com, sit-
com but a Mystery noir Instead with the fashionable crew of 16years old 
teenagers. The soapier reboot of Archie’s Comic book is wholesome 
of female empowerment, Diversity, openness to homosexuality and 
racial awareness. Considering characters with progressive attitudes 
Rebekka Sorensen-Kjelstrup, the customer designer of Riverdale, 
merges Contemporary and Historic Aesthetics. The female teens of 
this show are Bold and Powerful in their own unique way. 
The girl next door, “Betty Copper,” is Strong headed, naïve, making her 
statement with sweaters paired with collared shirts, Short skirts or 
Jeans, High Pont Tail and sneakers are her Iconic Look. Her Fashion 
style is Elegant, Modest. Her High ponytail, fitted cuts communicate 
her true Character of a kind, charming and yet Confident, Bold and 
Vengefully protective. “Veronica,” the Clan of the Lodge Family is Bold, 
Powerful, Strongly Independent and Gorgeous Boss Women. You’ll see 
her in high-end Luxurious fashion pieces. Her signature pearls, High 
Necklines, panty hoes, short Skirts and Velvet Heels gravitate towards 
Vintage Inspired, Feminine Styles. The head means girl Character of 
the show “Cheryl Blossom,” who is known for taking down people with 
a bow and arrow, is Smart, Intelligent, Fiery, manipulative and surely 
not someone you want to mess around with. Making Red Color as her 
signature Color, her style falls in the line of the evil queen from a Fairy 
tale; She supports her Red Color throughout the series may it be all 
Red outfit from head to toe, rose embroidery on her collar, Red Lip 
Color to her Red Spider brooch which is a symbol of Growth, power and 
feminine energy. Her wardrobe definitely makes her stand out from 
Betty with a Soft and Pastel Color palette and V with dark and Muted 
Color Tones. 
The men’s Characters’ outfits draw less attention. Still, they 
deliberately seek Vintage fashion, the weirdo of the group “Jughead” 
wearing his Iconic beanie like a crown throughout the series. Jughead 
gives us his statement look with his Southside serpent Leather jacket, 
Chelsea boots, and Archie in his lettermen Jacket, sweatshirts, 
and Suede Chelsea Boots. Each of the characters wore a mix of 
contemporary pieces with Vintage Fashion. Outfits for all Characters 
in this series adds a retro feel to all characters. After seeing this show, 
you will definitely want to experiment with something new with your 
wardrobe and emulate your favorite Character’s style.  

Bridgerton
Bridgerton is a British period drama of the early 1800s 
showcasing the candy-colored fantasy version of History. The 
Flamboyant costumes of this series are continuing to inspire 
the 2021 Fashion Trends. Every single piece of garment worn on 
this show was handmade from scratch. The person behind this 
Incredible Collection is Ellen Mirojnick, a 71-year-old Costume 
Designer. She surely deserves fashion accolades for bringing 
out Sartorial Elegance on the screen.The Infusion of drawing 
silhouettes from the previous century, Fluorescent tones 
and modern-day high fashion reflects characters as daringly 
dramatic, daintily demure and traditionally classic conservative. 
Daphne looks radiantly romantic in her Beaded Empire dress 
signature look inspired by the Regency Era. Bridgerton brings 
the Prairie Fashion trend back with plenty of puff sleeves, 
flounces of ruffles, long hemline dresses, endless lace trims, 
Floral dresses, patterns and pastel colors. The Bridgerton Girls 
show sophisticated elegance as representatives of their place 
in society with soft pale blues and in different shades of Pastels 
reflecting wisdom and stability. Featherington’s juxtaposing 
with Bridgerton’s, whose sartorial choices were Vibrant and 
Bright Ostentatious Hues with bold garish Patterns and densely 
designed floral fabrics as the lady Featherington wanted her 
daughters to be seen. Queen Charlotte, the only character based 
on the person in the Past, matching her incredible Costumes 
with Intense layers of taffeta Silk Gown and ruffles to fill the 

palace with Embellished tall hairstyles, powdered wigs and 
tight curls symbolizes wealth and Luxury. This show will help us 
infuse things your own exclusive way and make modern twists 
with Pearls, Glamorous Capes, chic party gloves and Chunky 
headbands.  
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ALTERED REALITY OF 
THE ENTERTAINMENT 
INDUSTRY.

The entertainment industry along 
with many others is upended by 
pandemic and may continue to remain 
forever altered post covid too. Being 
one of the largest jobs providing 
industry with direct jobs to the tune 
of 5 million indirect employment /
daily wage to another 5.5 million; the 
media and entertainment industry was 
hit immediately resulting into deep 
financial ramifications. 
Besides the financial; entertainment 
for us is one of great obsession. 
For most of us entertainment is an 

escaped from our daily over-stressed 
surroundings. Pre-Pandemic most 
of us used to spend hours watching 
our favorite TV show, listening to 
favorite radio show to attending 
live-concerts, walking into cinema 
halls to immersing into art shows, 
music festivals, concerts and more. 
Entertainment has been an integral 
part of our lives.
One year post pandemic today 
when we revisit the entertainment 
industry we can see huge paradigm 
shift in way it functions and is being 

consumed by the society. These shifting landscapes 
have given rise to digital and OTT media spends where 
consumers demand instant access to entertainment. 
While the external or physical content consumptions 
model continue to suffer the same along with our social 
interactions have now transformed to ‘digital ‘space. 
Today every age group in the family have unknowingly 
adopted the ‘millennial approach’ and rely on digital 
platforms from shopping, learning, interacting to 
entertaining oneself.  It wouldn’t be wrong to say that 
today our home has become a multi-verse place where 
we eat, work and play all within while creating our own 
realities within the realm of uncertainty. The new ‘at 
home’ environment have stimulated huge surge in digital 
entertainment.
The crisis has permanently changed the consumption 
pattern which is now making it imperative for 
entertainment industry to focus on transformative ways 

to cater to the dynamic demands of customers 
and getting inured to the altered reality of the 
industry. 
During the crisis the media & entertainment 
industry have proved itself by pivoting 
towards new ways of engaging its customers 
by finding new highly creative ways of 
entertaining, creating immersive content to 
tailor communicate with its audience. Thought 
we miss the vibe of walking into a theatre to 
watch a cinema or have that in-person laugh at 
a stand-up comedy show at our nearest café; 
many new & emerging industry trends are likely 
to become more prominent over the coming 
years within entertainment industry. And despite 
multitudes of changes and uncertainty the one 
fundamentals of our entertainment industry 
remain strong; ‘The show must go on’.

A RT I C L E  BY  A M R R E E TA  K H U R A N A
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